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Introduction and First Lesson
"Get ARMed & Ready!!"
All Roads Ministry (ARM) is the only organization in existence whose sole goal is to Train, Educate,
and Motivate today's Catholic to Defend, Explain, and Spread the Faith. ARM is a lay Roman Catholic
Organization. It is the only lay Roman Catholic organization that properly teaches Apologetics and
Evangelism from an orthodox Roman Catholic perspective. Again, no one else in this field is
orthodox. It is a very small field, and we have been in it for a very long time, so if there were any one
else, we would know about them. Period.
In 1987 ARM began the mission of training Catholics to be apologists, and since then, has
successfully equipped thousands of clergy and laity with the “ARM’s” needed to be courageous
soldiers of Jesus and knights of Our Lady. EVERYTHING you learn from ARM is based on real life
experience of what actually works. Our many live recordings with real protestants bear this out.
At ARM, We know that there is only ONE right way to defend The Faith, and that is to rely on God...
"It's like betting on one horse race..."
Vincent P. Lewis; President of ALL ROADS MINISTRY;
America's Toughest, smartest, and best Catholic Apologist.
Do YOU know what it means to rely on God?
Have you ever heard a Catholic apologist offer to convert to protestantism publicly and immediately if he
cannot instantly defeat every attack and prove immediately every Catholic doctrine?
If not, then you haven't heard Vin Lewis in action...and you should.
In fact, after over 650 contests Vin is still Catholic; he has never failed.

Some definitions you should know:
Apologetics is the destruction of the answer to the question, "Why aren't you a Catholic?" In other
words, after apologetics has been rightly conducted, the person who was wrong admits he is wrong.
Evangelism is the presentation of an aspect of the Faith that convinces the listener that that aspect
of the faith MUST be true.
Instruction is the transfer of facts from a teacher to a student. This requires one party willing to be an
authority, and another party, willing to submit.

Your first lesson in how to be effective in these tree areas is short:
When you are destroying: destroy.
When you are convincing: convince.
When you are instructing: instruct.
But don't do more than one at a time. This would be like stepping on the gas and the
brake at the same time. The car may move, but you’re doing a lot of damage.
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There is Quality…

…and then there is Quality .
You can have substance or you can have appearance.
It depends on what you are looking for.
IMAGINE an air-conditioned office: climate controlled, plastic "plants" nylon carpets, fluorescent
lights. Now think of an indoor baseball field: synthetic "grass" uniform pastel colors.
COMPARE these with a forest of rough-barked trees, leaves and branches on the ground, live birds
crying out, sunlight--sometimes blinding, sometimes barely shining through the leaves.
Now you have an idea of the difference between ARM's products and those of other "Catholic"
organizations. It is like the difference between some "flash frozen" broccoli " cooked" in a microwave,
and a huge Texas steer being roasted over an open fire--sizzling while the juices fall into the crackling
flames.
What this means to YOU is the following:
When ARM records an audio product, or publishes a monthly, we do it "live". We do not own a
recording studio, nor even have access to one. We don’t have glossy eight and a half by eleven
pages. ARM can not afford either...but we would not buy them, even if we COULD afford them.
Packaging does not equal substance.
ARM is not a "professional business" trying to make a profit out of religion. ARM is a religious
organization trying to serve God. ARM is a group of lay Catholics who live and work in the real world-just like you! And not in a office.

NO ONE MAKES A LIVING FROM ARM.
This means no one has to worry about pleasing customers, nor "market share," nor cash flow, nor
endorsements. ARM produces products from real life, not synthetic and academic situations. Our
talks are given to real people, and our debates take place with real enemies of the Faith. Sometimes
we debate over the phone, because we can not afford the cost of travel. This is a great advantage to
YOU, because this mean that, when you obtain an ARM product, YOU will experience EXACTLY
what will happen to YOU. Sometimes a dog barks, or the phone line has interference, people talk at
the same time...
…in other words, THE REAL WORLD, the same one YOU live in!
This means that every ARM product will teach you EVERYTHING you need to know--WHAT to say,
and HOW to say it, in real-life situations. ARM is not a feather duster, but a Crusader's war mace.

ARM is like nothing else.
SO, IF you are looking for passion and truth, THEN ARM is for you, BUT, IF you are looking for
pretty packaging, tea party politeness, bloodless boredom, compromise, and pandering...
THEN go somewhere else.
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The History of All Roads Ministry
ARM was founded (by "accident") in (roughly) 1987 by Cindy L. Hof and Vincent P. Lewis.

The best way to think
of ARM is a correspondence
school. The goal of ARM is
to educate YOU and
motivate YOU. This is merely
saying the same thing twice
because ALL real education
leads to a permanent change
of behavior in the pupil.
ARM is not run for
profit and has no employees.
It continues in existence by
the good will of its
supporters, the help of
volunteers, and God's grace.
Although ARM attempts to
be self-supporting, we
welcome contributions. As
ARM is not a ‘business’ no
one will fail to receive ARM
products (if wanted and
needed) because of lack of
money.
ARM stands ready
and willing to offer its unique
services to any part of the
Church in order to help
Catholics learn better to
defend, explain and spread
the one true Faith.
To summarize, ARM
attempts to be a willing
instrument of God's will.
Because of this, ARM
speaks with the tone of
authority. Its approach, its
intention, its methods, can
NOT be rejected by people
of good will. This Statement
is beyond question, and will

be defended, in personal
conversation, to, or against,
anyone.

ALL REAL
EDUCATION
LEADS TO A
PERMANENT
CHANGE OF
BEHAVIOR
IN THE
PUPIL.
We request that
anyone who disagrees with
us, be charitable enough to
correct us. We submit
ourselves, in advance, and
without qualification, to the
correction of anyone who
can establish error in any or
our products, of our
approaches, or in our
attitudes. We request that
such corrective attempts be
made in person, or if this is
not practical, by phone.
PLEASE do not write. The
heavy load of our
correspondence does not
allow us to reply personally
to such correspondence. We
refer the reader to EZ 3:1721.

We also freely admit
that the appearance of some
of ARM’s products could be
more professional. As a
result of technological
advances, some products
have improved, but where
such improvement is
present, it has only come
about as a result of the
principal of double-effect.
ARM is not concerned with
appearances, but with
substance. To "pretty up"
things on purpose would be,
in our judgment, a waste of
our quite limited resources,
and if you are the type of
person who is more
impressed with such
effeminate "values" than the
quality of the contents, then
you are not the kind who
would like ARM, nor the type
who will faithfully follow
Jesus.
We welcome you and
emphasize that everything
ARM produces is based on
the real world, and NOT the
way that people would like to
see things. Reality is part of
truth, and to be an effective
Catholic one must face
reality, be able to recognize
it, and deal with it.
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DO YOU WANT TO HELP?
If YOU do, then we will find a way in which you can.

WHAT DO WE NEED?
1. People interested in transcribing audio or print selections into a computer.
2. Editors of written material, such as transcriptions.
3. People who will photocopy things or burn CD’s and mail them out.
4. People to keep track of mailing list changes.
5. Writers to summarize products and update the catalogue.
6. A talented person to design direct mailing offerings and ads.
7. People interested in creating new products.
8. Anyone who can arrange a debate with any non-Catholic.
9. People who could index existing products by topic covered.
10. Computer savvy people to administer our internet endeavors.

Everything we do can be done by YOU.
ARM will supply the raw material, and meet the operating expenses, if necessary. All you need is
good will and a willingness to do something.
EVERYTHING is voluntary. We ask only that you be reliable. ARM never fails to meet our obligations
to friends. However, some things will not have a deadline and can be produced when you have the
time to do so. If you are willing, we will find something for you to do.

The ARM Guild

The "Cutting Edge"

Those who volunteer and serve God by helping
ARM become members of the ARM Guild. the
requirements are (1) to do something
physically to help ARM (see above); (2) to pray
for deceased members of the Guild.

"Cutting Edge" members automatically receive
all of ARM's new products as they are
produced. There is no membership fee, and
members may restrict what they receive by
product type, for example, no video.

NOTE: As different Guild members perform
different tasks, you may notice that when you
order products from ARM you may receive
them in several different shipments from
several different locations.

To join, simply notify us.

ALL ROADS MINISTRY
55 PALEN RD #3
HOPEWELL JUNCTION NY 12533
845-226-4172

www.lulu.com/arm
www.allroadsministry.com
www.secretsofcatholicism.org
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Ordering from ARM
Ordering by Mail
First, make two copies of your order form and date them both. Put one copy in the mail and keep one
for your records. As each item of your order arrives, mark it as received on your copy of the order
form. Remember that you probably won't receive all your items in one package. If you do not receive
an item by the fifteenth day after calling your order, call us with your dated order form in hand.
Ordering by phone
First, fill out an order form and date it. Then call 1-845-226-4172 to place your order. As you receive
your order, check of each item as received. Remember that you probably won't receive all your items
in one package. If you do not receive an item by the fifteenth day after calling your order, call us with
your dated order form in hand.
Ordering Online
Most ARM products are now available from www.lulu.com/arm. Printed publications are available to
be previewed online, generally the first chapter is available to be downloaded without cost. Once you
order, your books come professionally bound and are shipped from a printing company. Audio
selections provide a six-minute preview to allow you to determine if you feel the audio quality is
adequate. Once you order, your selection is downloaded in mp3 format, suitable for burning to CD,
listening on your computer, or for transfer to an mp3 player. Please note, all these activities require
additional software. Problems or questions must be directed to www.lulu.com/help. We do not help
with computer issues.

Lifeline
If you could help ARM merely by lifting a finger...
Would you do it?
Well now you can...
By switching your long distance carrier to "Lifeline," every time you make a long distance call,
"Lifeline" will contribute a percentage of your bill to ARM.
When you switch to "Lifeline," there is no action required on your part, other than the call. You
will still dial as you do now. You will receive a normal long distance bill once a month, and ARM
will receive a part of it.
It's easy...It's automatic...and we are grateful.
1. Call 1-800-800-7550. This is the number for "Lifeline."
2. Tell whoever answers that you want “Customer Service.”
3. Tell Customer Service that you want your contribution to go to ALL ROADS MINISTRY. ARM
is a listed organization and you do not need anything more than our name and address. We at
ARM have used "Lifeline" for years. We have found that it is cheaper than two other services
and have never had a problem with service or billing. The most important thing of course is that
you know your money is going to a good cause.
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Roman Catholicism (T Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm
This series of audio selections will teach you the best way to understand and explain the elements of
the Faith so that you will be better able to defend them. Some selections are speculative in nature,
and thought provoking. Almost all are scripturally based, using only the Bible and right reason. Some
are designed to confront you and induce you to act.
Unless otherwise noted all selections are produced by Vin Lewis.
T1 Catholic Proofs
This Selection (the key-stone of our selections)
gives you ten irrefutable proofs of the validity of our
true Faith, and why ONLY the Catholic Church can
be considered the Church of God. It proves this
from: the Bible, logical necessity, history, and lives
of the saints...more. This selection is useful not only
in apologetics but also in strengthening a weak
believer who feels that all religions are the same.
T2A Purgatory
This selection gives numerous clear proofs (from
the NEW Testament) of the existence of Purgatory.
Yes, Jesus Himself clearly taught it, and St. Paul
too. This dogma is central to real Christianity, and
with this YOU can establish this fact to anyone’s
satisfaction. It’s essential for ANY Catholic.
T2B Intercessory Prayer
Most heretics (Protestants and others) deny that
prayers to Our Lady and to the saints is Scriptural.
This selection shows exactly where the Bible
teaches this distinctively Catholic Dogma, and why
real Christians hold to it.
T3A Tradition
The key dogma of Formal Tradition is central to
any understanding of Christianity, which is why
heretics deny it and we MUST affirm it strongly.
This selection shows you where and how to explain
its truth.
T3B Basic Theology: I
his selection is a brief and concise presentation on
the basics of our religion. This is an introduction to
grace, sacraments, and sin. It’s both an excellent
review as well as a compact catechism for
beginners.

T4A
Stupid
questions
asked
about
Catholicism...with the Right Answers: I
Many questions asked about our Church are
actually attacks designed to embarrass and slander
Catholics. This selection ARMs you with answers
against some of the most common attacks, such as
why is the Vatican rich, while people go hungry? If
you have ever been at a loss for an answer, then
this series is for you.
T4B Creation and the Fall:
This selection (which was given as a live talk)
presents and explains some of the effects of
Original Sin on the genders. It strongly defends the
traditional differences between men and women,
explaining why women can NEVER be priests. It's
perfect to refute feminist Catholics.
T5 The Role of our Lady
The role of the Blessed Mother MUST not be only
clearly understood, but also central in REAL
Christianity. This selection establishes the
SCRIPTURAL basis of the major Marian dogmas,
and shows why rejection of HER is rejection of
Jesus.
T5B Defending the Faith: I
Here is the clearest, most direct, and most
effective method of apologetics ever developed.
Based upon the techniques of John Cardinal
Newman, it is characterized by simplicity and
logical progression. Knowing how to defend the
faith is (unfortunately) essential for EVERY Catholic
these days.
T6 Winning Back Souls
Today EVERYONE has a family member or friend
who has fallen away from the Church and no
longer practices the Faith. Now YOU can do
something about it. This tested and proven step-bystep program WORKS! It can be learned by anyone
who loves one of the lost sheep. The program
anticipates and answers the specific problems
which you will encounter... It's easy, effective, and
essential for you.
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T7A The Papacy
This selection meets the need for a simple, nontechnical explanation of this most vital and
important dogma of real Christianity. It gives simple
clarifying definitions of the status, authority and
limitations of the Pope. It is quite useful for
apologetics as it gives numerous Biblical
references.

T10B Loyalty to Christ?
This is a recording of a live talk given at the
Catholic Rendezvous. In it the entire concept of
being loyal to Jesus is re-examined...and
rejected as being non-Catholic. This talk
created a stir among its first audience and it will
certainly challenge and provoke you, too.

T7B Stupid Questions...II
In this second installment of the series, the effective
defenses are given to refute some more common
libels against our Faith. This selection includes:
Does the Church claim authority over the state?
Was it wrong on Galileo?

T11A Indulgences
Despite the fact that indulgences are a key part
of Catholicism, hardly anyone can justify and
explain them as a FACT from the Bible. This
selection brings this dogma back into its proper
central place and establishes its scriptural
foundations.

T8A The Eucharist
This selection explains (in a way you have NEVER
heard before) the nature, role, and purpose of the
sacrament of Holy Communion. The reception of
Jesus PHYSICALLY is both necessary and natural
for man, and part of God's plan. This is a ringing
endorsement of this central fact of Catholicism.
T8B The Inquisition
Some (most?) Catholics are embarrassed by this
part of history. This is because of the lies told about
this institution. This selection shows that the
Catholic Inquisition was the BEST system (most
moral, most just, etc.) EVER devised by man. You
need this education to counteract the myths.
T9A Defending the Faith: II
This talk (given to the Knights of Columbus)
provides insight into the personality, and
motivations of the anti-Catholic, including exCatholics. There are basically only three types, and
knowing this will help you deal with them, and their
attacks. Also, this talk will stir you into becoming a
more vigorous defender of the Faith.
T9B Basic Morality I
Catholicism is more that a series of truths, it is also
rules of morality. This selection is a firm foundation
of Christian morality. It includes: the differences
between the subjective and objective aspects,
natural law, the role and nature of truth, and the
inherent immorality of contraception (as atheism).
T10A Basic Theology II
This selection continues an explanation of key
topics in Catholic theology. You will learn the
differences among: justification, redemption, and
salvation (confusing these terms leads to improper
doctrine). Also it explains the requirements for
salvation (the state of grace), and damnation.

T11B Faith and Hope
These key theological virtues (which are
NECESSARY for salvation) are virtually
ignored these days, both in study and in
practice. Starting with the correct definitions,
(can YOU define hope?) this selection explains
their roles in salvation.
T12 The Last Judgment
This ambitious selection attempts to shed new
insight on this most important event. By
prudent speculation, an attempt is made to
reconcile the apparent conflict between the all
merciful God Who nevertheless sends people
to Hell who have not become members of the
Catholic Church. By analyzing the differing
Biblical descriptions, a case is made for the
ignorant natives’ salvation. It explains why this
judgment is so important in understanding how
ALL men are ultimately given an opportunity to
be saved.
T13 Catholic Proofs: II
This selection continues (with additional
arguments) the proofs given in selection T1. As
with that selection, this also can be used
equally effectively in evangelization or in
instruction. It bases its proofs upon: miracles,
etc. A lengthy proof based upon the
Incarnational nature of the true (Catholic)
Church is given. This selection is essential for
anyone who needs to defend the Faith...and
that means ALL of us.
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T14A Limbo?
This selection is an exercise in speculative
theology. Taking the view that, as limbo did
exist for certain souls, those in the same
situation today still go there at death. Limbo is
examined as a stage to salvation for some. The
Scriptural evidence, and the logic of the
position, are surprising in their force and
volume.
T14B Stupid Questions...III
The series continues with more of the most
practical and effective answers to those
attacking questions. This selection includes:
why do we Catholics worship the BVM?
(according to the Protestant Bible, we should!);
why do we confess to men, when God forgives
sins; why doesn't the Bible say St. Peter was in
Rome (if he were really the first Pope)...more.
T15A The New Chosen People
This historical and Biblical overview places into
perspective key events in the Old Testament
history of the Jews as a pre-figurement of
similar events in New Testament Catholic
Church history. These parallels (far beyond
mere coincidence) will confirm Catholics as the
new chosen people of God. This serves as
another proof for our Faith.
T15B The Perpetual Virginity of the BVM
It is a sign of the blasphemous times in which
we live that this issue is EVER in question, yet
numerous "Christians" fail to see the clear
evidence that the Mother of God was (and is)
always a Virgin. This selection gives the
Scriptural supports and shows why this issue is
a vital one. This is essential for anyone
devoted to the Blessed Mother (in other words,
all Christians).
T16 The Will of God
This recorded live presentation outlines a stepby-step procedure for the Christian to
determine God's will for him, and live in accord
with it. Also included is a way for you to select
and evaluate potential spiritual directors. This
talk includes a question and answer session
with the audience.

T17A The God of History
We Christians are a people of history, yet few of us
think in true historical terms seeing history as a
fulfillment of God's plan, first by means of the Jews
and then by the Catholic Church (the new chosen
people). This selection is an attempt to start you
thinking of history as more than a mere series of
events.
T17B The God of Time
One of the basic "problems" of theology is that of
predestination. If God knows what will happen, why
bother to pray? And does this mean that some are
bound for Hell no matter what they do? What does
it mean to say: God is out of time? This selection is
an attempt to re-think these issues to make them
more understandable.
T18 Contra Social Gospel
In this recorded live address the radical position is
taken: the Christian has no "social obligation” to his
fellow man. Instead there is NO RELATION
between the Church and "society", nor should there
be. This position is buttressed by Biblical principles.
The talk also destroys any view that there ever was
”Christendom", or any Catholic society. The
emphasis is on the individual as opposed to
theoretical collectives.
T19 Keating versus Lewis
In this lively debate/discussion Karl Keating
(director: Catholic Answers; publisher "This Rock"
magazine) well known advocate of liberal
Catholicism is confronted by Vin Lewis. This talk
centers around the issue of the salvation of
Protestants. But the discussion covered many
topics in the areas of apologetics and evangelism.
This selection also includes a question and answer
session with the audience. This selection outlines
clearly the right, and wrong, ways to defend the
Faith, and evangelize.
T20A The Crusades
These historical events were NOT greedy acts of
aggression, as the secular historian teaches.
Rather they were undertaken on behalf of religious
freedom and justified self-defense. Instead of
apologizing for them, they are a great example of
the good, which occurs when the State submits to
the Church. Finally, the record is being set straight
for you.
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T20B Basic Morality: II
A continuation of the first selection, this
selection centers on an explanation and
defense of the Catholic teaching on sexual
morality, and homosexuality. The teachings are
explained both from the Bible and nature, and
emphasize the unchanging nature of morality.
T21 The Virginia Talks
These two talks were prepared for two
separate lay Catholic groups in the state of
Virginia. What Kind of a Catholic? directly
confronts the contemporary Catholic and
questions his commitment to the Faith by
asking what the "real" Catholic would do: how
(and why) he should bear witness, evangelize,
etc. It contains suggestions for improvement.
What If We Are Right? Asks the question of
why (and how) the Catholic should be different
from members of other religions. Does it really
make a difference that our Faith is true, and all
others are false? This call to action is likely to
disturb and challenge you, as it should. Note:
These talks are true "calls to action", and not
mere academic exercises.
T21A Questions and Answers
The question and answer session recorded live
after one of the above talks. The questions
covered most contemporary issues, including
conversion, other Catholics, etc..
T22 The Ohio Talk
This talk (given live to a Catholics United for
the Faith chapter in Ohio) was aptly described
as "nothing you have ever heard before".
Instead of simply complaining about how bad
things are, this talk challenges the listener to
do
something
by
taking
individual
responsibility. This quite specific program is
designed to enable YOU to reform your own
parish: This program has WORKED... but only
if a Catholic is serious enough to try it.
T22A Questions and Answers
This is the question and answer session, which
followed the above talk. Some of the topics
were liturgical reform, personal responsibility,
among many others.

T23A The Assumption and Salvation
This selection proves that denying the Marian
dogmas even ONLY once will put a person
justly into hell. It establishes (beyond doubt)
why one must hold to the entire and complete
Catholic Faith in order to be saved. It deals
with the relationship between Faith and
salvation, and why "ignorant" Protestants
cannot be saved.
T23B Evangelism or Reform?
Many Catholics do not evangelize because “we
need to get our own house in order before we
invite others in”. This selection proves that
such an attitude is not only imprudent but also
a failure to believe in God. This exposition
utterly destroys the last excuse of those who
“hesitant” to fulfill their obligations to evangelize
others.
T24 Standing Fast
In this live talk, given to a Catholic group in
1992, the position is established that, in this
secular anti-Catholic world, the "best defense
is a strong offense". Catholics who "talk" a
good fight, and/or think that simply following
the minimum requirements, will be bothered by
this, as well as annoyed and challenged...but
this is exactly what it was intended to do. So if
you want to remain complacent (and on the
way to hell) do NOT listen to this talk.
T25 Marra Versus Arm
Professor William Marra, one of the
besTknown Catholic leaders and intellectuals
(at the time of this discussion he was senior
editor of "The Latin Mass"), listened to the
above talk (T24) and then became "offended".
He challenged its premise and attacked ARM's
approach with a well-reasoned criticism.
However, after listening to this response he
became an ARM supporter and sponsor. This
"attack-defense" by two great Catholic minds is
a stimulating, and profound, examination of
basic Catholic issues. Listen and become
convinced of why YOU are also obligated to
support ARM.
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T26 Replies to Critics
Soft, liberal, effeminate types of "Catholics" do
not like ARM nor its approach. Some write their
"criticisms" (which are only attempts at
rationalization). This first fellow argued that
Mother Theresa should serve as the "role
model" for Catholics, and that we should not
evangelize by denouncing others as morally
corrupt. These delusions are totally demolished
in this reply. The second fellow argues
(foolishly) that ARM is not in the "spirit of
Vatican II", and that its "harsh" approach is not
"up to date". He also whines that it is hard
being a Catholic in Mormon Utah. He's wrong
on all accounts. This shows you how to answer
such silly objections if they are launched
against you.
T27 The Church and the Jews
There is the malicious lie (particularly in the
media) that the Catholic church is somehow
"anti-Semitic". The truth is that Catholics have
been the greatest protectors and friends of the
Jews. This selection, relying primarily on
Jewish sources proves that Jews should be
grateful (and not antagonistic) to the Church.
This historical overview gives you the facts
needed to refute such pernicious attacks.
T28 The Forth Worth Talk
This talk, given to a group of Catholics in Forth
Worth, Texas, is a direct introduction to: (1)
what ARM is all about; (2) what you can do to
help us, and fulfill your obligation to win souls
for Christ; (3) what makes ARM unique; (4)
some background information. This talk will
answer all your questions and serve as a clear
call to action, and gives you the means to
achieve the ends. Includes a question and
answer session.
T29A Invincible Ignorance
This persistent (and heretical) cornerstone of
modernism is the foundation of the liberals in
the "American catholic church". It is offered as
an excuse as to why we Catholics need not try
to convert others. Actually it is a form of
undisguised atheism. This selection utterly
destroys this blasphemous error. You need this
to combat liberalism in the Church.

T29B Basic Theology: III
This selection in the series centers around the
God ordained (and Scripturally) mandated
gender differences, and roles. The Church's
immutable prohibition against female priests is
only part of God's plan, which is clearly
revealed to man from the beginning of Genesis
to the Epistles of St. Paul. This is a perfect
refutation to the so-called "catholic" feminists.
T30A The Role of the Church
Many
Catholics
experience
difficulties
defending and explaining the Faith simply
because they do not clearly realize what the
role and nature of the True Church is. This
selection explains the institutional nature of the
Church, what it's (ONLY) two goals are, and-perhaps more importanT--what the Church is
NOT. This clears up a great deal of confusion
on this issue.
T30B The Submissive God
This exercise in speculative theology takes the
approach that God--because of His allconsuming love for His creation--actually
places His power and will at man's desire. This
selection shows that there is no conflict
between what we want and what God does,
regardless of how we see it. This different way
of understanding Divine Providence should
change the way you look at things.
T31A Facing Death
An ARM supporter who wanted to help her
husband deal with his approaching death
requested this selection. It is a "fact of life" that
we all will die. This selection outlines the
proper Catholic attitude towards preparing for
death, and what virtues are necessary. This
selection is a MUST for everyone...eventually.
T31B Death Bed Conversions
This selection gives quite specific suggestions
(based upon real life experiences) to attempt to
snatch souls from Satan on the deathbed. This
"last chance" technique will remove the sense
of helplessness which many Catholics feel
when they see their non-Catholic loved ones
dying. It deals with the objections and
questions most likely to arise and gives stepby-step advice.
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T32 No Salvation Outside the Church
The modernists and liberals wish that this dogma
would simply go away. Most “Catholics” view this
dogma as not being “up to date” and ignore it. Yet,
it is an unalterable fact that ONLY Catholics can get
into heaven and membership in the Church is
ABSOLUTELY necessary for salvation. Not only
has the Church always taught this, but also the
Bible clearly supports this position. This selection
clears up many of the misunderstandings about this
fact, and presents, without compromise, the
dogmatic elements which every Catholic MUST
believe, affirm, and teach.
T33A Apostolic Succession
Although everyone holds that the Apostles were
given a special status in the early Church, the
question of whether this role was continued is one,
which separates true Christians from Protestants.
This selection enables you to establish, beyond
doubt, that the Catholic view of the Apostolic
Succession is correct, making the case for Rome
even stronger.
T33B Stupid questions...IV
In this installment, among the questions answered
are: why does the Church charge money for
annulments and Masses for the dead? Doesn't the
Church really change its doctrine (as with no meat
on Friday)? Isn't the rosary one of the "repetitious
type of prayers" forbidden by Jesus? Can't one be
spiritual without the formal rituals of religion?
T34 "On The Air" Selections
These selections are listed separately at the end of
this section.
T35 The Voluntary Exile
This live talk (given to the Mid-Hudson Catholic
Forum) by Vin Lewis establishes the fact that the
true Catholic must be not only a voluntary "exile",
but also a potential lynch victim. The premise of the
talk is that differing opinions are NOT permitted
among Catholics and that debating should be used
to resolve apparent disagreements. The talk calls to
mind the, far too often, ignored significance of the
Cross...that Jesus annoyed people so much that
they lynched Him, and that true Catholics must
induce the same emotions in others. NOTE. This
selection has the actual talk and the first part of the
question and answer session

T35A Queslions and Answers
This selection is a continuation of the vigorous and
direct discussion, which followed the above talk.
The audience consisted of real Catholics, a few
priests, and some liberal modernists (i.e. "catholics"
in name only). The questions ranged (in tone) from
directly insulting to completely supportive. The
topics ranged from (among others) no salvation
outside the Church, to Vatican II, to styles of
evangelism, and much more.
T36 On Dawson
Christopher Dawson was the premier "Catholic
historian" in America. His basic premise was that
the Catholic Church "formed and caused" the
distinctive Western culture of Europe and America.
But he was totally wrong for two reasons: (1) there
never was a "Western" culture; (2) the Church has
no discernible effect on European history or values.
In this discussion, a leading Dawson scholar,
Edward King, attempts to defend the Dawson
premise against the critical analysis of Vin Lewis.
The discussion is a must for anyone interested in
history or culture or the "social" aspects of
Christianity.
T37A At No Additional Cost?
This talk was given at the 1992 Summer Catholic
Rendezvous. It is based upon the fact that most
"Catholics" believe (heretically) that they are saved,
so they do not need to work out their salvations in
"fear and trembling". The theme here is that a
metanoia is necessary.. .as the vast majority of
faithful Catholics are actually on their way to Hell.
The talk exposes the deadly vice of sloth and
explains how it can make most confessions invalid.
T37B Evolution
This selection exposes evolution as the fraud,
which it is, being inherently self-contradictory, and
NOT part of "science" in any way. It clears up the
difference between "natural selection" (a natural
event) and evolution. It also explains the so-called
"Christian evolution" theory. This selection will
dispel the most common misconceptions.
T38A On the Mass
This selection came about-as many do--because of
a specific request from an ARM supporter. He
called requesting help in defending the Holy Mass
as a sacrifice against the attacks of an ex-Catholic.
As Jesus did die "once for all" why do we Catholics
still offer sacrifices? The answer to this question
involves salvation, and reparation for sins. This is a
common "objection" raised by non-Catholics, and
this selection ARMs you to respond correctly.
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T38B Psychology
The field of psychology has become part of our
contemporary culture, and its vocabulary has
become part of our everyday speech. However,
its errors, limitations, and defects have vastly
weakened the proper understanding of sin, free
will, grace, virtue, natural law, etc. This
selection gives you a concise understanding of
key psychological terms, and shows how this
"social science" is so terribly wrong in its view
of man. Also it shows how it (unwittingly)
confirms the Genesis story of the Fall of man.
T39 Journey of a Soul
Gerry Matatics is one of the most valuable
converts to the Church in years. In this
selection he explains why and how he became
a Catholic. He details the mutual influences
between Scott Hahn and himself, the emotional
turmoil the first time he prayed the rosary, how
he dealt with his wife (before she converted),
why he rejected "soft" Catholicism and found
the Church of the "Council of Trent", how he
raises his children to keep them Catholic, his
encounter with a liberal priest who tried to talk
him out of converting, and a great deal more.
T39A Matatics and Lewis
Gerry Matatics was kind enough to expend
himself in this "open session" to answer
questions and give his views on a wide range
of subjects of interest to today's Catholics. He
and Vin Lewis got together with a small
audience and recorded their conference on this
three selection series. The subjects ranged
from: apologetics as fun, to burning heretics,
OT versus NT morality, "bruskness" in
apologetics, being counter cultural as a
Catholic, keeping the Last Judgment in mind,
persecution, and much more, including
questions from a small audience.
T40A The Real Catholic
Here Gerry Matatics continues the story of his
conversion. He explains what it was that
attracted him to Catholicism, and how, after
becoming a real confronting-type Catholic, he
changed his attitude, and approach, on
defending the Faith against the non-Catholic.
This selection shows the difference between
real Catholicism and being a Catholic in name only.

T40B The Apologist
Gerry now examines the ARM "philosophy"
and approach to apologetics. Playing a role as
"Devil's Advocate", he "attacks" ARM to see if it
is the correct way to deal with the non-Catholic.
Having been a committed anti-Catholic
Protestant (as both a Fundamentalist and a
Main-line Protestant) few have the insights and
knowledge that Gerry does in these areas.
T41A Invitation to Confusion
This talk given at a meeting sponsored by Dr.
William Marra (Roman Forum, etc.) takes the
provoking position that certain areas of
Catholic theology SHOULD always remain
confusing, and ambiguous. This talk deals with
the most basic nature of man as being both
natural and supernatural at one time (without
contradiction) and how man should see his
relationship as dependent upon God. NOTE
This includes the beginning of the question and
answer session.
T41B Catholic Education?
This selection is edited from the Matatics
Lewis session alluded to above. In his reply to
a question Vin Lewis argues that NO “Catholic”
school is worthy of the name nor should be
supported by Catholics. He argues that such
Institutions are sterile, uniquely scandalous,
and unnecessary...in other words, “Catholic
education” is actually a disguised form of antiCatholicism. A must for parents!
T42A Marra-Y Christmas: I
Imagine yourself invited to the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Marra for Christmas; imagine now what
that conversation would be like. Now YOU can
be there. This is a live recording in the Marras
very living room in December 1992. The
conversation was lead by Dr Marra himself,
Father Peter Townsley (a parish priest), and
Vin Lewis. The conversation ranged from the
characteristics of the “American Catholic”
Church, “Orthodox Judaism”, the role of St.
John the Baptist, the role of the Catholic
teacher, Baptism, the obligations of today’s
Catholic in the secular world, Catholic
Universities, and much more. A Christmas
present for any time of the year.
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T42A Marra-Y Christmas: II
In December 1993, the Marras again invited Vin
over for Christmas. This recording, which is
primarily a conversation between Marra and Lewis,
deals with a number of subjects. The main theme is
the obligation of Catholics to support one another in
their efforts. The discussion then dealt with: the
power (lessens) of prayer; Cardinal Newman; the
personality of Christ; whether lack of Faith is
always sinful; the nature of conversion, and more.
T43 Father Feeney: Hero or Heretic?
Although he has been dead for more than a
decade, Father Leonard Feeney is still the center of
raging controversy. At last, YOU can learn the
facts, and dispel the lies about this man. Here, in
an interview with Douglas Bersaw (an expert on the
Father Feeney case) the whole history is explained
in a simple sequential fashion. Was he
excommunicated? Did the Church condemn his
teachings? Did he ever recant? What was the
cause of the conflict? Who were his enemies, and
why? Now you will learn why this issue will not
simply “go away”. Here are all the facts on one
selection.
T44 Manifold Subjects
Dierdre Manifold is an Irish author who is an expert
on the influence of the Masons on the operations of
the Church. In this talk given by her to the John
Fisher Society, she explains her views of the
current state of the Church. Basing her views on
the fact that the Sin of Adam is continued
throughout history she places the problem of the
Church in the context of a war between the Blessed
Mother and Satan. She explains why Vatican II was
defective in its origin, and how the Masons use four
key techniques to destroy proper theological
reasoning.
T45 Mixed Marriages
Mixed Marriages (between a Catholic and a nonCatholic) always cause problems even under the
best of circumstances. This selection tackles the
situation head on. You will learn to classify the nonCatholic spouse into one of the major categories,
and will learn practical suggestions as to
approaching conversion, dealing with children and
lots more.

T46 God & Apologetics
Gerry Matatics shares his views with Vin and a few
other Catholic activists on the theology of
apologetics. This discussion revolves around the
issue of: how much immediate help can the
Catholic apologist expect from God when defending
the Faith? Is God “automatically” going to help, and
how will He do so? Thought provoking.
T47 Truth & Salvation
This live talk was given in Illinois and deals with the
controversial issue of no salvation outside of the
Catholic Church. Taking a completely inductive
approach, Vin asks the audience to simply answer
the question: “What is the value of truth?”. Starting
from this point, he builds an irrefutable argument
that only Catholics can be in heaven.
T47A Questions and Answers
This session followed immediately after the talk.
Besides the obvious questions regarding the
possibility of salvation for non-Catholics, a number
of other issues arose, many involving the current
state of the Church, what we can do about it, and
how to handle liturgical abuses…more.
T48 Contra “Catholics”
This selection consists of two conversations with
“Catholics” who disagree with some part of the true
Faith. The first is a priest in Wisconsin who “has
problems” with “no salvation outside the Church”.
The discussion revolves around the nature of
conscience, good will, natural law, etc. The second
is a pretentious layman who not only rejects the
salvation dogma but also is a feminist. He criticizes
ARM’s approach based upon an article written by
Vin for “The Catholic Family News”.
T49 The Biggest Mistake
This talk was given to a Catholic group in the
Milwaukee, Wisconsin area. The theme is that the
biggest mistake any Catholic can make is that of
“divorce”. This means not only the legal separation
of the property of married people, but also the
separation of God from any good effort, and the
separation of contents from Faith. And the
implications of this require today’s Catholic to rethink their entire lives.
T49A Question and Answer Session
The question and answer session, which followed
the above talk, is recorded on this selection. Among
the questions dealt with were: the status of the
“Novus Ordo” Mass; the status of the late Father
Feeney; the morality of shooting abortionists; Old
vs. New Testament; Baptism of Desire; more...
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T50A Table Talk
The title, which mocks the famous works of
Martin Luther, refers to an informal, but
serious, conversation between Vin and three
seminarians. The talk took place over diner,
and was recorded live. Besides some “Catholic
apologetics” industry gossip, the main topics
were: the power of prayer, the virtuous use of
pragmatism; the ultimate evil; when being
impolite is a virtue...more. Also included: a
college student requested a perfectly
irrefutable defense of the Catholic position on
abortion. Vin gives him a universal, subjective,
emotional defense, which you should find
useful in your own efforts (TWO SELECTION
Set)
T50B Table Talk
This took place at a private home in suburban
Milwaukee. This talk revolved around: why
Catholics should not concentrate on society’s
evils; the “me” centered approach in
apologetics/evangelism; the three things which
Catholics do not - but MUST -believe in; the
right view of predestination, and why Catholics
MUST believe in it; “frightening off” potential
converts; the true nature of charity, more.
T50C Louisville Table Talk
This contains a conversation between Vin and
the organizers and attendees of the Louisville
KY debates. Topics covered include: the
cause of heresy, the case FOR altar girls, the
only joke ever told by Jesus and much more.
T50D Louisville Table Talk
This contains another conversation between
Vin and the organizers and attendees of the
Louisville KY debates. Topics covered include:
the secret of life, Vin's definition of friendship,
sedavacantism, how to (not) know the validity
of the sacraments, "total depravity," racial
discrimination and much more.
T51 Rendezvous Talk
This talk, given to the 1994 “Catholic
Rendezvous”, examines and exposes the
effects and results on the individual of denying
the dogmatic truth: namely no salvation outside
the Church. The denial leads to, among other
things: stupidity, denial of power of the Blessed
Mother, a belief in “evolution”, a denial of Divine
love… and more.

T52 Interview-Selection One
“Keep the Faith” is a major Catholic organization
located in New Jersey. It interviews leading
Catholic personalities for a selection series. In this
interview of Vin Lewis, he is asked about the so
called “ecumenical” movements, the role of women
in today’s Church, the need to evangelize, “good
faith” Protestants, the vice of tolerance, dialoguing
with other faiths, and much more. This is a no
nonsense evaluation of what’s going on in the
American Church today.
T52 Interview-Selection Two
In this interview, a minister of the (so called)
“Church of Christ” asks Vin about Papal Infallibility;
the differences between liberal and conservative
Catholics; the nature of Baptism; the role of the
Bible...more.
T53 “Baptism of Desire”
This talk examines the nature and effect of
“Baptism of Desire”. It explains why it is not the
same as Sacramental Baptism. The talk
establishes some “axioms of the Faith” based upon
the necessary attributes of God and posits how
Church membership MUST be open to all men.
T54A "The Carpenter’s Son”
This selection introduces the concept of an
“hourglass” verse. This is understanding sections of
the Bible in light of one verse or term. In this
selection the identification of Jesus as the
Carpenter’s Son or the Son of God reveals
motivation and will of certain speakers
T54B “Relics”
In this selection the Catholic practice and use of
relics are defended and advocated from a Scriptural
point of view. The use of relics to accomplish God’s
will is established by numerous Old and New
Testament illustrations. This is quite useful in
apologetics.
T55 Stupid Questions...V
In a live demonstration of practical apologetics
given to a Catholic group, Vin gives the right
answers to such questions as: Why pray to saints,
and not to God? Why does the Church have
priests? Why did the Church change the Sabbath to
Sunday? How to refute liberal Catholics who want
“female priestesses”. Where in the Bible is the
Catholic Church mentioned (It is!). How do we
understand “no salvation outside the Church?” ...
more.
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T56 Cactus in New England
This live talk explains that although defending the
dogmas of the Faith seems like planting cactus in
New England the truth is actually the “reasonable
middle ground” between extremes of atheism and
humanism.

T61B God as Artist
Insights into the method God uses to communicate
with man, prot art vs. real art, and understanding
God better by seeing him as an artist. Offers
shocking and valuable revelations about our Faith
and the anti-Christs who would imitate it.

T57 Antidote to Anarchy
This live talk presents an entirely different way of
looking at the role of the Blessed Mother. The
argument is that as she is the apex of creation she
prevents the trap of believing in “evolution,” and
thus keeps God in His proper place.

T62 Strategy vs. Tactics
A very polished presentation, includes why strategy
is irrelevant, the Joe Thysman syndrome, the
Wanderer Newspaper, the anti-gospel and how to
stop spreading it, Catholic pornography and how to
avoid it, the SPICe method of apologetics and why
dodging God’s draft makes you a Bill Clinton kind of
Catholic. And this is the just the beginning! Includes
a very informative question and answer period after
the talk.

T58 Baby at the Doorstep
This live talk gives a preliminary approach to
evangelism. By explaining the “philosophy” of the
non-Catholic, and detailing a number of specific
points this talk will motivate and ARM you on how
to begin the difficult task of approaching nonCatholics.
T59 Wisdom or Wedding Toast?
This is a recording of Vin’s talk at the 1998 Saint
Joseph Conference. The discussion is about
wisdom: what it is, how to get it, and how to use it.
This selection contains analysis of examples of
audio from alleged Catholic apologists. Also
included is the ARM Wisdom Kit—and it really,
really, works!
T60 Catching the Odd Heron
The sea change, the non-Catholic view of the
middle ages, Laura Schlesinger, the difference
between a Catholic’s sins and a non-Catholic’s
sins, common errors in apologetics, one reason
why jews succeed in business and why Catholics
should copy them, what eWtn stands for, when to
rejoice in apologetics, the most important word for
beginners to watch out for in apologetics and how
to break the ice with a friend or acquaintance and
talk about Catholicism. Question and answer period
after the talk.
T61A Anti-Christs
Probably the first original work on the subject in a
thousand years, the technique Our Lord used to
convert the masses is exposed with how it is
emulated by the anti-Christs of our time. Explores
the issues of commitment, will, loyalty, ideals,
recruiting, the importance of subtle changes and
late developments, and the appeal of the
‘revolutionary’ spirit.

T63 Superman or National Guard?
In this live talk Vin and Adam Miller explain how
evangelism should take place and the single most
important thing to know if you want to be effective
as an evangelist. This talk is a bit more challenging
than most, as it presents a world view completely
foreign to the average Mass-going protestant.
T64 Atheism
In this live talk given in Louisville KY. Vin explains
how to identify intellectual and personal atheists
using the I/it criterion. He also describes how to
defeat both types of atheists using classic
ARM techniques. A question and answer period
follows.
T65 Catholic Talk
This is meant to be a discussion among Catholics
on what it means to be Catholic. Topics covered
include God's two greatest gifts to us, seeking
happiness, ARM's secret agenda and Vin's tastes
of hell and purgatory.
T66 Lewis and Walsh
Here is a discussion between Vin Lewis and Bill
Walsh, a well-known Catholic and social
activist within the Louisville KY community. What
happens when you throw a fast talking New Yorker
into a room with a bunch of slow talking
Kentuckians? Find out when you listen to this
selection!
Topics
covered
include
evangelism, proselytizing, "witnessing," persuasion,
the gift of Faith, authority, power, responsibility and
Red Sox fans.
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“On The Air…” (T34 Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm
These twenty six selections are of various radio appearances on Catholic and protestant radio shows.
#1 This tape is a live recording of ARM president,
#6 The Pat Campbell show again. Topics include:
Vin Lewis, on a radio talk show, taking questions
ARM’s “$10,000 satisfaction guarantee” on every
from the host and callers. He defends Catholicism
product; sexual morality; the motivation of the nonfrom the attacks of the public ... especially the
Catholic; what is the gift of tongues; the weakness
position that ONLY Catholics can go to heaven.
of history; the problems of Bible preservation;
Among other topics: should Christians judge each
homosexual lifestyles...more.
other? Was Columbus good for the Indians? Why
the very existence of the Bible destroys the claims
#7 Part one of a two part Pat Campbell show.
of
the
“Fundamentalist”;
Why
Methodist
Some of the topics, among many others: what is
“missionaries” can never serve God; plus some
the motivation of liberal Catholics; the Deposit of
“discussions” with “former” Catholics ... more.
Faith; why “good conscience dissenters” do not
exist; why and how we have already had LOTS of
#2 This selection consists of talk shows (two call-in
women priests; why ARM books do not have either
radio shows in Milwaukee and Austin, and one
nihil obstat or imprimatur; when and why you
syndicated TV show) in which Vin was a caller or
cannot trust the Bible to be truthful...more.
special guest. He takes on a Baptist, a Methodist,
a liberal “catholic priest,” and some surrogate
#8 This tape completes the show of tape seven:
parents. The topics ranged from no salvation
what the inherent defects of the bishop’s office are;
outside the Church, the role of truth and doctrine in
literal defects in the Bible; why real women do not
salvation, the value of Church membership, the
care about “women’s rights” or oppression by men;
nature of truth. Also included are some comments
what are “quasi-women’s rights” or oppression by
from other callers.
men; what are “quasi- women” and the names of a
few examples; the STRONGEST force in human
#3 Vin is the only guest on a radio call-in show from
history and why it prevents bishops from acting; the
Erie, PA. Vin defends and discusses: altar girls,
nature of hell and where you can experience
the perpetual Virginity of the Blessed Mother,
foretastes while on earth (in case you are
calling priests “father,” the nature of truth, the
interested). The rest of the tape is an interview of
nature of Papal Infallibility...and more. Calls were
Vin by a Protestant station manager. In it Vin
from real Catholics, false “catholics,” and antianswers a few questions about ARM and gives
Catholics...
evidence as to why ALL Protestants are dishonest
#4 Vin returns to the same show (as on # three). In
and evil. After listening to it, the station boss
this return match, the subjects included: biblical
refused to let the interview run.
proofs for Purgatory; the role of women in the
Church; “over population”; the Catholic (versus the
#9 Vin on The Ben Johnson Show out of Ohio.
Protestant) way to kill abortionists... and why we
This show consists of a lengthy interview of Vin
should; “pro-choice Catholics”; and much more.
dealing mostly with the Spanish Inquisition, why it
#5 On yet another visit to the same show, Vin
livens things up by defending traditional Catholic
teaching on homosexual acts, the male priesthood,
the perpetual Virginity of the Blessed Mother, the
status of the Jews, Christian unity, the necessity of
the Church for salvation. Among the hostile callers
was a “former Catholic: whom Vin exposes as a
complete fraud, and several Fundy type Protestants
who were crushed by their own lack of knowledge
of the Bible. Hear why the host calls Vin “the
Ultimate Catholic Warrior.”

was just and justified, the multiple misconceptions
about this institution with comments on the nature
of anti-Catholic prejudice.
#10 Pat Campbell on the Thanksgiving Day
appearance when Vin discusses: the Scriptural
basis of “no salvation outside of the Church”;
human frailty; why Protestants cannot be
considered Christians; the role of the Church in
saving Jews during World War II; the central role of
the Real Presence.
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#11 (Completes the # 10 show) The topics are: the
nature of God’s forgiveness; the real size of the
Church; the real motivation of Jehovah Witnesses;
why Catholics must accept all truths, even
“unofficial” ones; defending the Marian dogmas.

#19 On the Pat Campbell show again. The topics
included; politics; why conservatives never win;
why heretical “Catholic” politicians are never
excommunicated; why there is no liberal bias in the
major media; much more.

#12 Vin as a guest on a Protestant Bible show.
The major topic was authority. Related topics
were: trust in matters of religion; miracles; the
central role of universal truth, etc.

#20 Pat Campbell’s show again. This time Vin
discusses a recent Papal statement on “evolution.”
What does Genesis teach? What must (can)
Catholics believe? An additional section deals with
the
nature
of
science
and
scientific
knowledge...more.

#13 Here Vin appears on the same Protestant
show (as of #12). This time Vin is far more
confrontational. In an open conflict Vin confronts
callers on : “the Bible alone”; Papal authority; what
true Catholicism is; “over veneration” of the Blessed
Virgin Mary; more.
#14 This discussion from the Pat Campbell show
revolved around the following topics: Biblical proofs
for “no salvation outside the Church”; the nature
and danger of Catholic “Scholarship”; basic
morality; motivation of non-Catholics; etc...and the
apology given by the host of tape #13 for having
Vin on it.
#15 This discussion from the Pat Campbell show
had Vin comment on the teaching authority of
bishops, National “Catholic” organizations, the evil
of contraception, the impossibility of “same gender”
marriages, the nature of the teaching authority of
the Church, and more.
#16 This is an interview on “The Catholic Radio
Show” out of Syracuse. Vin touches on a wide
range of subjects: the excommunication of
dissenting Catholics; why Protestants can’t think
straight; just and unjust wars; the morality of atomic
weapons; the immoral nature of police work; the
Vietnam war; the good side of Fascism; Karl
Keating, more.
#17 Vin is on the same show as above. In this
case the show consists of Vin reading a talk (“which
was Too tough to be given at a Catholic
conference”). The topic is: Why most Catholics go
to hell. If you have ever thought that VIN was direct
and strong before, then be warned that this talk,
without doubt, is three times tougher. This is
devastating and NOT for weak Catholics!
#18 The same show from tape 17. In this session
he explains: why there is no liberal bias in the major
media and why the conservatives always fail; the
lack of contemporary Catholic “literature”; the only
two stories worth telling; the Texas technique of
apologetics; more.

#21 On a very lively edition of the Pat Campbell
show, Vin takes on callers dealing with: the nature
of sin; the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass; statues;
dealing with the dead; the nature of the Church,
and why there is no salvation outside of Her; why
Catholics are allowed private interpretation of the
Bible, and much more.
#22 On a return session to the Pat Campbell Show,
Vin begins with the subject of Sacramental
Confession (which Vin defends from both the Bible
and Natural Law). Other topics deal with the
particular judgment, the morality of recreation, and
several of the Ten Commandments.
#23 This product deals with: the morality of capital
punishment; the nature of conscience; the double
nature of the Church; Catholicism made simple; the
Nazi Vatican “connection;” and more.
#24 This one consists of parts of several Pat
Campbell shows. The topics include: the role of
works in salvation; Our Lady as “Co-Redemptrix”;
so-called Catholic/Lutheran accords; why there are
so many homosexual priest, and more.
#25 Another appearance on the Pat Campbell
Show. Vin destroys myths like “hasn’t the Catholic
Church changed like other churches over time?”
and “The Church is wrong in not allowing priests to
marry.” Also, Vin addresses why limbo is not
preached anymore, why the just went to “hell,” why
no man has nay right to heaven, settles the
question of capital punishment, of birth control and
more. A sick caller backs down when Vin gives him
the “pepsi challenge.”
#26 Vin's appearance on the Holy Family Radio
Show in Louisville, KY is entertaining and lively.
Find out why we are in the "Golden Age of the
Church." Also, hear why Jesus was one of the
worst religion teachers who ever lived and an
explanation of the strangest phrase in all of the new
testament.
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protestantism (L Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm

The answer is realty quite simple: experience. Before ARM produced its first tape on Protestantism, its founders
interviewed HUNDREDS of people of every rank and denomination to determine what real protestant beliefs are. We did
not ignore the more scholarly approach of reading books, but unlike most "researchers” we did not stop at this point. You
will not be dealing with books but with real people who are following a human system pretending to be a religion.
As in every other human system, the theory is quite out of touch with the practice. ARM guarantees you that what you will
learn in your ARM products will be what protestants really believe, what they really say, and how they really will act. ARM
designs things for reality, not for academic inquiry.
YOU live in the real world, and that is why no other audio product or book can come close to the inherent value of ARM's
products.
Quite simply, they are the best, because they are based upon real people, real situations, and real issues. You won't find
this in any other product.
This series deals with and exposes the errors of this most invalid “religious" system. Some errors are quite specific, while
others deal with the general “philosophy" of the system. These failures are engendered as an unavoidable consequence
of its utter disregard for Truth.
This series is designed to "ARM" the average true Christian with the proper information so that he can refute protestant
positions. It also, however, intends to help the honest "protestant" free himself from these human devised "superstitions"
so that he may learn what true Christianity is.
With these selections, you’ll never again be at a loss to refute the claims of the fundamentalist, and of the "main liner"
alike, using the Bible itself ...which, of course, was written by and for Catholics.
Be advised: These products are completely uncompromising in their destruction of this perversion of Christianity.

L1A Protestant View of Scripture

L2A Protestantism and Infallibility

Protestants (particularly the “Fundies”) claim to
revere the Bible, and base their beliefs on it. In
reality, this is the opposite of what they actually do.
This selection shows how the problems of
translation, transcription, the "original manuscripts,"
etc. destroy this false claim.

Protestants love to chant that “no man is infallible”.
This self contradiction is a perfect example of why
their system has no place for authority, eternal laws
of morality, nor ways to determine them. It explains
why truth and infallibility are, and must be,
inseparable.

L1B“Sola Scriptura?”
This phrase ("Scripture only") was this tallying cry
of the first Protestant rebels. Today, it is the easiest
heresy of Protestantism to refute. Learn how the
Bible itself, the very words of Jesus, and the
teachings of St. Paul, all demand rejection of this
false claim. Many Catholic "apologists" have tackled this
issue, but none have done it as well.

L2B Protestant View of Truth
Any valid "Christian" system should have an
important place for truth, as Jesus Himself told us;
which is why Protestantism has no use for it. In
reality, the Protestants base their beliefs on
opposing truth. Is this hard to believe? Simply listen
to how the Bible exposes the falseness of the
Protestant view.
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L3A “Born Again” and the Holy Spirit
Whenever they say that they have been "born
again," Protestants do not mean what the Bible
means by this term, and it is not the "holy" spirit
which they let into their souls, and hearts.
Simply examine their own claims to see how
false their words and positions are.
L3B Protestant View of the Church
Jesus meant something quite definite when He
spoke of His Church, but Protestantism refuses
to accept Him, instead avoiding the entire issue
by choosing a distortion which leads to pure
lunacy, deception, and lies. Learn why they will
NEVER and can NEVER confront this essential
doctrine.
L4 Protestant Errors on salvation
As salvation is THE key issue in Christianity,
one would suppose that Protestantism would
attempt to formulate a consistent position, even
if it is not a correct one. As they make
everything up from their own imaginations, this
is not difficult. However, the Protestant position
on salvation is filled with self contradictions and
anti- Biblical formulations. This selection
compares Protestant inventions, whimsy, and
foolishness to the clear Biblical teachings, and
to the words of Jesus which Protestants
NEVER quote, and frequently actually deny.
This selection is a true shocker!
L5A Protestant Errors on Sin
Coping with sin is central to Christianity, which
is probably why Protestantism can not come to
grips with it. In this system sin can not be
explained, nor remitted, nor explained, nor
forgiven, nor dealt with. It simply has no place
in this human fabricated "theological system."
L5B Predestination
This uniquely Protestant fabrication is so
devised that it makes God Himself a sinner,
and denies human nature. This selection
proves beyond any doubt that no living
Protestant believes in this silliness...even
though many formally will affirm it as a
“dogma”.

L6A Protestant Lifestyle
If a person actually tried to put Protestant values
into action, what would life be like? This selection
shows how such an "attempt" would be totally in
conflict with the teachings of Jesus, e.g.
Protestantism prevents any parent from teaching
values to his child.
L6B Universal Priesthood
This most basic "dogma" of the Protestants (which
they themselves actually violate, even while they
CLAIM to believe it) formally rejects any form of
clergy, declaring all believers to be "equal" before
God. Maybe they ignore it because Jesus teaches
exactly the opposite ...this seldom discussed issue
utterly destroys the entire Protestant system all by
itself.
L7A What Protestants Really Believe
Just like politicians, Protestants do not really
believe what they say. Instead they hide their
beliefs for when they are alone. This selection
allows you to be there, and learn what Protestants
really do believe: that salvation comes from works
alone; that Catholics are smarter, that Purgatory
does exist, and more.
L7B The "God" of the Protestants
The "deity" which the Protestants claim for
themselves bares a striking resemblance to the
"spirit force" worshiped by the followers of the "New
Age" movement, which explains why both
movements are virtually the same, in their views of
power, in their "theology," and in their value
systems.
L8 Martin Luther
Are you one of those who still believe that old
Martin was "mistaken and misguided, but still
basically good and honest". He was very mistaken;
however, he was also the founder and defender of
the Nazi system, an advocate of adultery, a hater of
God, and an opponent of good works, who
declared vice to be virtue. Does this seem hard to
believe? Then listen to Martin's OWN WORDS the
ones even Lutherans are too ashamed to quote,
but CAN'T deny and decide for yourself if Martin
was the most evil man who ever lived or if he
comes in second only to Judas. Then ask some
Protestant how they still consider him a “hero”.
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L9 Why does it still exist?
Protestantism is so bad that no honest and
intelligent person can defend it yet millions still
adhere to it. This selection exposes the strange
combination of special interest, human failings,
vice, rebellion, dishonesty, and bizarre imaginative
fantasies which keep the "corpse" on life support
even though the body has been morally "brain
dead" from its conception. This selection deals with
the moral failure of the system.
L10 Paradoxes of Protestantism
This selection is an overall view of this system's
internal contradictions which express themselves
most clearly in certain key issues, such as: the
problem of authority, the Kingship of God, history,
the Bible itself. In each case the correct view and
the Protestant view conflict so as to show the basic
falsity of the entire system ...as Jesus said "a
house divided can not stand”.
L11 The Essential Differences
Far too often today, in attempts to “ecumenical”, the
actual differences between Protestantism and
Catholicism are blurred, minimized, or even denied.
The reality is quite different, and they are quite
important. Some of the differences examined in this
selection are: “atonement” vs. redemption, the
nature of man, what God does, more ...this
selection is an excellent introduction to the entire
issue.
L12 Protestantism and Feminism
These two “movements” have a great deal in
common, e.g. contempt of women and hatred of
masculinity. This selection illustrates why both use
Communist and Nazi type brain washing methods,
suppress searching for truth, downgrading male
values, and destroying the worth of the individual,
advocating the stereotype, more.
L13A Clichés of Protestantism
Certain sayings are recited so often by
Protestants, that they become clichés. This
selection shows that such clichés are not only not
true, but are designed to prevent honest
examination of true beliefs. Some of these are: it’s
all semantics, and no one is infallible, and many
more. Learn the correct responses.

L13B Protestant View of Death
Death is something with which every religious
system must deal. Protestantism considers it both a
blessing and a curse, at the same time. This
selection explains why suicide is THE Protestant
"sacrament," and why Protestants do NOT really
want to get into heaven. (Naturally, otherwise they
would become Catholics).
L14A “Total Depravity?”
The Protestant holds that ALL humans are
INHERENTLY evil. This is totally wrong, and
completely against Scripture, and blasphemy
against God. But unless you understand this and
why the Protestants hold this to be true, and how to
refute it, you will not fully understand the nature of
Protestantism.
L14B Protestant View of Forgiveness
This selection deals with the view of this system
when it comes to remission and forgiveness of sin.
You would think that the Protestants could
formulate something on this subject, as it is so
important to Christianity - something either
Scriptural or consistent - but they fail in both ways.
L15 Fundamentalist Bible Problems
It is a common misconception that the
Fundamentalist takes the Bible seriously, and
studies it with the goal of learning its meaning. This
is far from true as you will learn. The “Fundy” Bible
approach is pure nonsense. This selection exposes
a series of apparent “contradictions” in the Bible
which are insoluble ...without the authority of the
true Church. Numerous verses are directly
compared showing how the “Fundy” view of taking
the Bible literally is not only foolish, but (quite
literally) impossible. Note: this selection is not
designed for “casual Bible students”. It is designed
for serious study.
L16 Five Point Reply
Some
people
consider
the
“five
point
Presbyterian”(TULIP) to be the most rigorous, and
the most consistent type of Protestant. These are
the "hard line" Calvinist types. At times they can be
the most difficult opponents for Catholics as they
appear to have a complete theological system. If
fact, their system is totally incoherent, and you will
be able to understand why...once you listen to this
selection.
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Philosophy and Polemics (P Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm soon
The very word "philosophy" can make people uneasy, inducing visions of dry, boring, academic and trivial discussions on
silly questions. Fortunately ARM also dislikes that approach. Philosophy simply means the proper use of right reason to
determine what is true. ARM has managed to make this simple, clear, easy to understand, and useful. Some philosophy is
very helpful in understanding, religious issues … and “polemics” simply means presenting the true side of a contested
position in a valid fashion. Both evangelization and apologetics involve this.

P1 Infallibility
This is perhaps ARM's most interesting
selection. By using the "argument of necessity"
(when a statement is false, the alterative must
be true), an irrefutable argument is developed
that Papal Infallibility must exist as a part of
nature. Also the Incarnation is likewise shown
to be a necessity based upon a correct
understanding of the natures of God and man
...this selection also serves as a devastating
proof for the existence of God.
P2A Knowledge
This selection examines the difference
between knowledge and belief, which is an
essential distinction in properly understanding
religious matters. It provides the proper basis
for the evaluation of opinions, and the correct
methods of validating knowledge.
P2B Apologetics
This selection presents the methods of
correctly understanding, presenting and
evaluating any type of argument (NOT merely
religious types). This selection is free from
technical terms and makes the relevant
principles clear and simple to understand and
master ... great starting point for novice
defenders of the Faith.
P3A Elements of Logic
Logic is merely the proper usage of reason to
arrive at one truth after a previous truth has
been established. It is merely a tool, but a
VERY useful one … when used correctly. Logic
has its own consistent laws to give proper
operation. This selection gives you a clear
understanding of the basics, and exposes
some of the common fallacies.

P3B Elements of Rhetoric
Rhetoric has a “bad name” these days. This is
unfortunate, because the term really only
means a persuasive and pleasing way of
presenting a position. This selection teaches
you the method of the incomparable Cicero,
and includes a brief sample talk illustrating the
principle involved.
P4A Kant
Immanuel Kant was one of the most influential
philosophers in the field of knowledge and
religion. But his works are not always clearly
taught. As a result he is not properly
understood and his tools of analysis not used.
This selection makes simple some of his key
ideas and shows how they apply to religious
issues.
P4B Thomistic Philosophy
Saint Thomas Aquinas was one of the greatest
Catholic thinkers of all time. Unfortunately,
today he is far too often ignored, and his
influence is therefore lessened. This selection
introduces you to a few of his more useful
concepts and teachings.
P5 How to Argue
An argument need not be a nasty
disagreement. Actually an argument is no more
than presenting and defending a position
against opposition. This selection shows you
how to do this by avoiding the most common
errors and using the techniques of the experts.
Do you really know the key elements of
listening critically? Few do. This selection is
useful in any field.
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P6 A.C.T. Program
This particular selection was developed to
enable anyone to expose the errors and
dishonesty of the Jehovah Witness cult.
However, it’s very easy to learn techniques
may be used to expose the faults of ANY
invalid religious belief system. Yet it requires
NO special knowledge or extended study. It
simply shows you how to ask key questions in
one of
three
vital areas:
Authority;
Consequence; Timeliness. This has proven to
be ARM's most successful and popular
apologetic selection. This selection was an
instant success from the moment of its
introduction.
P7 Philosophical Primer
Some philosophy is useful in religious
understanding, and most of it is quite basic,
when it is explained correctly. Sometimes, all
you need to know is what a particular term
actually means. This selection does exactly
this in simple, clear language. It also gives you
the main themes of the thoughts of Socrates,
Plato, and Aristotle, as well as explaining the
conflicting “schools” of “idealism” and
“materialism”. This is the only philosophical
reference source you will probably ever need.
P8 The Matatics Methods
Gerry Matatics is not only a convert from
Protestantism but also a skilled apologist and
evangelist His own journey into the Faith gave
him insights in dealing with Protestants which
most of us could not imagine. In this selection
Gerry shares those insights with you. Gerry
analyzes the nature of apologetics (art or
science?), and an overall view of what works
and what does not. He gives a simple practical
five step program by which any Catholic can
become an effective apologist. He also
explains the role and use of “professional”
apologists. Also, as Catholics are called to be
evangelists, the mentality and personality of
the Protestant is essential for us to understand.
Here Gerry names and explains ten tips on
how to approach the Protestant, and why these
tips will work. This includes methods both
Gerry and Scott Hahn used to come into the
Faith.

P9A L.A.R.E
This is another in those “how to” selections
which makes apologetics easy, and ARM
famous for producing them. In this easy four
step program (designed to help ANYONE keep
focused upon the subjects at hand) you will
team how to examine and defeat any attack on
the Faith by always keeping attention on what
is actually being said. The LARE program
teaches you to to Listen – Analyze – Respond
– Explain. This program will without doubt
prevent the most common mistakes which
most Catholics make.
P9BTwo Techniques
Here is a
presentation of two additional
techniques: (1) the “German Dictionary” shows
you how substituting a working definition of a
key term will often show how the term itself is
being used in a dishonest and invalid manner.
This very simple technique is devastating in
effect. (2) The “By your own standards” is most
useful when an attack is based upon some
factual error. This method shows that by using
the attacker's standards many attacks on the
Faith can be exposed as pure bigotry and
turned back on the attackers themselves.
P10A Holy Name Talk
In this live talk (given to the Holy Name Society
of St. Columba church) a new technique is
outlined. This simple three step program
(“separate refine define”) is intended to refute a
very common objection raised by the Jehovah
Witnesses (“why do Catholics kill each other in
wars?”). However, it may be used to refute
nearly any attack against the Faith. This
technique can be mastered and used by
anyone.
P10B Avoiding Errors
Doing what is right is one thing ... avoiding the
most common mistakes is another. In this
selection, several of these errors are specified,
and suggestions given as to how you can avoid
them. Among those dealt with: when to avoid
answering questions; why you should avoid
comparisons; how NOT to make the argument
for an attacker. You'll be surprised how many of
these mistakes you would make, if you did not
listen to this selection.
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P11 Hot Lines Selections
These selections are listed separately at the
end of this section.
P12A Authority
This selection explains how central the
concept of authority is to both religion and
philosophy. It develops the fact that all
authority must be based upon God. Among
other aspects, it shows: that authority can not
be forced; how it differs from power and
influence; why it must be morally based; why it
can function only in freedom; the limitations of
human authority. This selection provides a
basic grounding in understanding this most
important concept.
P12B Existence
This highly original and provocative argument
holds that the existence of God may be
established by examining the natures of
existence and knowledge. By showing that
each is separate and by examining how
knowledge is achieved the position is
established that existing things must be known,
and this means that the ALL knowing God
MUST exist. This is most useful to refute the
“intellectual” atheists.
P13 “Prescott”
“Prescott” is actually Vin Lewis pretending to
be a “main line” Protestant. In this selection he
confronts Gerry Matatics in an example of the
worst attacks against the Faith which you will
ever hear, this side of Hell. Gerry defends, and
then they reverse roles. This is a great test for
your own skill level.
P14 Principles
In understanding religion the substance and
nature of principles are essential. Yet few
works actually attempt to explain what a
principle is, what it is not, and how it differs
from a general rule. This selection (a live
conversation which took place at an ARM
supporter’s home) deals with the nature of
principles and how to determine them, and
their value in apologetics, etc.

P15 Apologetic Philosophy
This three selection set is a live audio
recording of a seminar given at Holy Family
Monastery in West Berlin, NJ. The goal was to
give some of the philosophical foundations
which increase apologetic effectiveness.
Among the subjects explored were: the nature
and use of language; God centered point of
view; directions of development; laws of
inference, syllogisms, more.
P16 How to Debate
Face it: debating is one way to determine the
truth and, as the Apostles showed us, an
approved way of defending the Faith. Yet,
debating was a lost art … until now. This TWOSelection set gives you a great deal of expert
and practical advice on how to debate, and,
perhaps, more important, what to avoid. The
first selection is primarily a critical analysis of
the (ineffective) efforts of another apologist.
The second selection is a series of specific
principles which will make anyone a more
effective debater.
P17 Definitions
One problem in apologetics is defining words.
In this one selection you will learn not only
HOW to define virtually any word, but also you
will have dozens of key religious terms defined
for you. This selection can serve as both a
compact and very usefull “dictionary”, but also
as a compact catechism of Catholicism.
P18A Language
Humans communicate by means of language.
This obvious fact may well obscure that fact
that language is seldom understood as a tool.
Understanding how to use a tool will make its
use far more effective.
P18B The Law of Identity
The Law of identity is the basis of
understanding ALL truth. Its simple formulation
(something cannot be itself and its opposite at
once) tends to belie its vast power as a
philosophical and apologetic tool. This
selection explains how to use this law as a
foundation for examining and determining truth.
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P19 Practical Advice I
In this selection which was recorded live, a Catholic
married to a Jehovah Witness receives a great deal
of practical advice on how to defend and explain
the true Faith … and so will you. Among the topics
developed: how to avoid the “hooking question”,
how to stay on the subject; how to focus upon the
objection until it self-destructs; how to use the
obligation to witness both offensively and
defensively; how to use grammar as a weapon …
much more.
P19A Practical Advice II This selection
emphasizes how, and why, you should: make truth
meaningful in a personal way; get a commitment to
accept truth; shift arguments from the academic to
the personal; … more.
P20 Thomistic Defects
Thomistic scholastic philosophy is effective and
valid … in its place, and apologetics is NOT its
place. This selection, which centers around a
discussion with a Jehovah Witness Elder shows
why apologetics/evangelism must be personal and
non-abstract, and shows how to keep it that way.
By analyzing the elements of the conversation, the
right way and wrong way to approach apologetics
are illustrated.
P21 The Human Condition
One of the uniquely human attributes is the human
mind. In this selection the very nature of the human
mind is explained as a three fold mechanism. By
introducing the SE (“something else”) this work
demonstrates how the will works, why people will
disagree on the same facts, how to distinguish
between the ignorant and the evil, a theory of
knowledge, and how to grow in both wisdom and
intelligence, HIGHLY original.
P22 Counter Punching
This term means what happens when you defeat
an attack by turning it around and using it on the
attacker, following the old USMC dictum: the best
defense is a good offense. This selection consists
of advice given to a caller to the ARM “hot line”.
You will learn when, how and why to do this. One
key aspect is centering the discussion around
salvation, and determining the values of formal
religious positions.

P23 Limiting the Liberal
In this live talk Vin gives some rules on how to
understand the evasions and tricks which the
liberal “Catholic” uses and how to defeat them.
VERY entertaining!
P24 The Building Technique
This technique, by detailing the specific
defense of why the Catholic Church “changed”
the Lord’s Day from Saturday to Sunday,
shows how to reverse an attack by first a step
by step destruction and then a detailed counter
attack. This is VERY useful when confronted
with a very aggressive or detailed attack.
P25-1 Apologetic Practice
A live recording of an Apologetics Workshop at
the 2000 Saint Joseph Conference between
Adam Miller and Vin. Vin and Adam role-play in
apologetics situations. For each situation,
Adam plays both an unreasonable and a
“reasonable” protestant—Vin shows how to
handle both. You’ll hear the correct refutations
to the most common anti-Catholic attacks.
P25-2 Apologetic Practice
Vin and Gerry Matatics have some fun roleplaying. Gerry is a conventional protestant
raising the normal silly objections. Educational
and entertaining.
P26 Shop Manual
In this live talk, Vin uses the analogy of a shop
manual to illustrate how to be effective in
religious discussions. Vin breaks it down into a
few simple, yet powerful rules and tools using
layman’s terms on how to win. Learn how the
“end justifies the means,” why to “start at the
end.” Learn “one verse victory” Scripture
passages that protestants do not expect, are
not prepared for and ultimately can not refute;
also learn when to attribute honesty to a
protestant (never!) and more.
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From the Hot Line (P11 Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm
ARM runs a “hot line” service. This means that people who need help with defending the Faith give us a call and we do
what we do best. These ten selections are recordings of conversations, which should be of use. The questions are real
and the answers specific.

#1&2
Among the questions dealt with in this
section are: Father Feeney and no salvation
outside the Church; born again types; invincible
ignorance; how to handle “Bible Christian” type
Protestants; Pascal’s gamble and how to apply it to
evangelism; ontological proof for the existence of
Formal Tradition; Protestant Bible illiteracy;
handling the claims of the Greek Orthodox; why the
loyal Orthodox MUST be Papists; the basic self
contradiction of the Greek Orthodox Church;
comments on the current Pope, and the modern
Mass...much more
#3 The subjects dealt with include: defending the
Real Presence (some object that it can not be as all
other Biblical miracles have physical evidence);
how to handle those who know and use technical
Greek and Hebrew terms; an approach to
understanding and explaining the Blessed Trinity to
non-Christians; whether to believe private
revelations; how topics for selections are selected;
the different levels of morality; how to handle the
objections of liberal Catholics; to justify the all male
priesthood; why invincible ignorance will not excuse
one from damnation; “Catholic predestination”...
more
#4
Deals with “invincible” ignorance; Catholic
“predestination”; man’s free will versus God’s
foreknowledge; the necessity of the institutional
Church; proofs for the Catholic Church being the
only valid one; dealing with the agnostic; how to
use questions to force Protestants to accept the
implications of their words; how to select between
conflicting “theological opinion”; arguing from
Biblical examples; the role of prudence in
apologetics and evangelism...more.
#5 Deals with: how to deal with the liberal
“Catholic”; when subjectivity is useful; the real
(secret?) purpose of ARM; defending Papal
authority and succession from the Bible;
justification by Faith (the correct Catholic position);
how to discredit Protestant “heroes”; defending
Holy Communion; the necessity of the Blessed
Virgin Mary for salvation (proved from the
Protestant point of view); the personality of the
Catholic apologist...more.

#6 Consists of two lengthy conversations. The
subjects dealt with are: how to resolve apparent
contradictions in the Bible; how to place the
Gospels in center place in a discussion; why it is
sometimes better to avoid facts; how one word can
be of essential value; the value of rhetorical effects;
the central place of knowledge of the means of
salvation; more.
#7 This is composed of two conversations. The
first deals with the proper type of loyalty and
submission which Catholics owe the Church. It
deals with the issues of authority and obedience.
The second is an in depth explanation of the role of
the Sacraments in salvation. This includes the
reason why ONLY Catholics teach a salvation by
grace and why ALL Protestants hold to a “salvation
by works.”
#8 Starts with an attack on ARM’s tracts. The
remainder consists of two long conversations. The
topics include: how to become an invincible
apologist; the requirements of being loyal to the
Pope; how to behave at the “new Mass”;
establishing
Catholicism
(and
refuting
Protestantism) with only one sermon in the
Bible...more.
#9 A fellow seeks help on dealing with a Lutheran.
How to get past the “intellectual: defenses and
concentrate on the will; how to show that
Protestants do not believe in the Real Presence
(even when they say that they do); why the
mechanism of truth, by which we arrive at truth, is
as important as the truth itself; Natural Law
defenses of the Faith and evangelism techniques...
more
#10 Among the topics dealt with were the special
role of women in apologetics/evangelism (when
they need to become like men); refuting common
objections to: Papal infallibility and the titles of Our
Lady; the non-relativity of Faith; contemporary
Judaism and more...
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THE S T. CHARLES BORROMEO INS TRU CTI ON SERI ES

(H Series)

Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm
A COMPLETELY NEW PRODUCT: NOT A COMPILATION NOR REWORDING OF PREVIOUS MATERIAL
The ONLY course designed to teach you how to become an evangelist for the True Faith.
This set was devised by: a committee of committed concerned lay Catholics who wanted to “do something” about
the state of the Church but had no practical expertise (like you?); the late Father Peter Cody (pastor of St. Charles
Borromeo in Dover Plains, NY); and the experts at ARM.
Therefore, there was input from clerical and lay experts as well as the average Catholic. This prevented the
course from being too technical at one extreme, and not informative enough at the other.
Each 90-minute CD consists of a 45-minute lecture, and then the toughest questions you will ever run into on that
particular subject, and how to answer them the way an expert would. Each session was recorded live at the Church, in
the presence of regular Catholics, just like you!
The goal is to give you a sense of how to present Catholic truths to non-Catholics so that they will understand and
accept.
But far more important, now you can attend such a course without ever leaving your own home. Now you can
learn from the most active and experienced evangelist in America today. The long distances and other inconveniences
have all been eliminated by the medium of the compact disc.
We emphasize again that this course was designed for YOU—the average Catholic. YOU do not need any
previous information, or any specialized knowledge, or any prior training. The course is designed to be totally practical,
and deals only with the most important issues, and the easiest way to present them.

H1 The Real Value of Truth
Tells you why truth is essential to real
Christianity, and why only Rome has it.
Everyone says that truth is “important,” but this
talk shows (1) why ONLY Catholics really
mean it when we say it; and (2) what it means
when we say that truth is essential for
salvation. This talk sets the tone for the entire
series.
H2 The Church
What did JESUS say about HIS Church, and
how we are to identify Her? What is the role of
the Church? Do YOU know that there is ONLY
two functions in Her Divine aspects? Can you
explain why the Church must be what She is?
The analogy of the Church as a court makes
this teaching clear and understandable to
anyone.
H3 The Bible
What is the Bible really for? How did it come
about? How do you understand its message?
This talk explains the proper relationship
between the Church and the Bible. Also gives
a brief history of this most important book.

H4 Salvation
The key issue and how it differs from
redemption and justification, the role of virtues.
This talk gives a clear explanation of the
interrelationships between the theological
virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity: explaining
how they are interdependent upon each other,
AND how all three are necessary for salvation.
H5 The Blessed Mother
YOU can not be an evangelist and NOT be
able to explain why She is truly called the
“Gate of Heaven,” and we are commanded to
honor Her.
This selection explains why
veneration of the Blessed Mother is essential to
Christianity, and gives a suggestion for a
“natural law” defense of the Immaculate
Conception.
H6 Purgatory & Tradition
If you lack some of the Biblical proofs for the
establishment of the validity of these dogmas,
this selection will help. Moreover, it also offers
an ARM technique to establish Catholic proofs
by avoiding “difficult” words and by using the
“something else” approach.
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H7 Statues & Saints
Devotions to the saints are NOT an “allowable”
custom of true Christianity! They are an
inseparable and essential part of it! Nor are
statues and Catholic heroes something which
one can “take or leave alone”. If you can not
defend this view, and primarily from the same
Bible which Protestants use to attack these
truths, then you need to learn the facts from
this talk.
H8 The Non-Catholic
What is the personality and motivation of the
non-Catholic? This pertains especially to the
ones who know about Catholicism, and yet
refuse to enter the Church. This talk gives you
a concept of the basic types. Also it gives
insights into the basic nature of human
behavior and what motivates EVERYONE.
This is essential if YOU intend to attempt
conversions.
H9 Call to Conversion
Why are FEELINGS on our side? In an entirely
new approach to presenting the truths of
Catholicism to the non-Catholic, this talk
suggests that we try to use both feelings AND
logic, both intuition AND reason, to help a
person accept the truth and the claims of
Rome. Also, it includes a summation of the
course, and an encouragement to evangelize.
YOU will probably need this one talk most of
all.

IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION
OR A PROBLEM. . .
CALL (845)226-4172. . .ANYTIME
HELP IS ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY.

ARM
55 Palen Road #3
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533

Compact Discs
have eliminated
the LONG
DISTANCES &
other
INCONVENIENCES

to attend courses
and learn from
the MOST
ACTIVE &
EXPERIENCED
EVANGELIST in
America TODAY!
Learn NOW
without ever
leaving your own
home!

www.lulu.com/arm
www.allroadsministry.com
www.secretsofcatholicism.org.
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Debates and Discussions

(W series )

Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm soon
This series consists of debates and discussions between a non (and/or anti ) Catholic and Vincent P. Lewis of ARM. The
goal of these selections is to allow you to hear the principles contained in other ARM products such as the Bible
Apologetics Course put into practice, and have some fun listening to some anti-Catholics make fools of themselves.
These W series products range from polite discussion, to formal debates, to heated conflict. But always you'll see that
outside the Catholic Church a man may be honest OR knowledgeable, but NEVER BOTH. As you listen you will learn that
only Catholicism can be defended as true Christianity. Remember this: almost all of these people claim to be "experts"
and all claim to be "Christians”.
No one debates as well, or as often as ARM. Every contest is a complete triumph for the one true Faith.

W1 Salvation Debate
This is a formal debate with Vin contending
with an "independent" Baptist pastor at his
church in Massachusetts, in front of his
congregation of “ex-Catholics”. The subject is
the “Roman” system of salvation. It includes a
lively question and answer session. Highlight:
the pastor completely withdraws a common
slander against the Church, when challenged
to validate it.
W2 Minster Larry
Larry is a pleasant fellow, who agreed to speak
on the issues of sin and salvation. He refuses
to answer when his own logic leads him to
admit Purgatory's existence. His basic
dishonesty bursts forth with his attacks on
Catholicism. This is a perfect example of how
these "nice" people are all dishonest below the
surface.
W3A JW’s at The Door
Two Jehovah Witnesses "door to door"
missionaries happened to drop by just like the
ones who drop by your home. But now YOU
can hear how a Catholic expert dissects and
destroys the nonsense which these fellows
spout. Includes an epilogue giving correct
responses to their silly claims.
W3B JW Expert Cross Examined
This Jehovah Witness “expert” (He is some
kind of “elder”) agreed to explain this cult to
Vin. Never before has the pure lunacy and
dishonesty of this cult been exposed so clearly
as in this live discussion. His ignorance of truth
is equaled only by his revulsion to it.

W4 Nullifying Nick
Nick agreed to talk on a wide range of subjects.
He claimed that he could defeat any Catholic
apologist. He tries to find "just one thing" wrong
with Catholicism. He does not...after all, no one
can! But it's still fun to hear someone try. The
tone of this selection is rather mild and easy going.

W5 “The False Gospel Debate”
This debate which took place by telephone
pitted a professional anti-Catholic against Vin
on the issue of: “Is Catholicism contrary to the
Bible?" The highlights include: a 10 minute, 5
point proof of Catholicism, and the admission
that non-Catholicism is against the Bible.
W6 Bible College Dean
Here is a high ranking academic type. He is the
head of a Bible "college”. Most ministers
(especially Fundies) receive their "education"
at such places. As he falters in his defense of
his views on the nature of the Church, the
Papacy, and truth, you will realize why such
institutions aren't accredited, and why
Protestants remain so intentionally ignorant
and like it this way
W7 Protestant Professor
Bob Jones (yes, this IS its name) “University” is
THE most anti-Catholic institution in America. Its
students handed out leaflets calling the Pope the
Anti-Christ. The school distributes lots of anti
Catholic trash. In this surprisingly pleasant
conversation a "professor' and Vin discuss “dissent”
within the Catholic Church, Formal Tradition, Sola
Scriptura, Church authority, and more. Note:
although this selection (of a phone conversation)
has background interference; its content is audible.
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W8 Jimmy Swaggart Sub
You all know Jimmy ("I have sinned")
Swaggart. You may not know that he has two
"college level" schools. In this selection, one of
the chief faculty members, who knows "a lot
about Catholicism”, discusses some issues
with Vin. His explanation of when the Catholic
Church went "wrong" is very funny, but not as
hilarious as why he is not a Catholic. Other
topics: scriptural interpretation, infallibility,
denominational membership ...more. Learn
what sexy Swaggart's silly cult REALLY
teaches about the one true Church.
W9 The “Orthodox” Lutheran
Bill thinks a great deal of his abilities, and
claims that he can "prove" that the Catholic
Church "went wrong." He responded to an
ARM "hot line" phone message in Chicago. He
exposed himself as ignorant and dishonest. If
you believe that Lutherans are “closer” to us
than the Fundies, then you need to hear Bill
expose the sad truth.
W10 The Anti-Catholic League
Yes there really is such an organization (it’s in
Ohio). It is headed by George, whose wife is a
Catholic! George prints lots of anti Catholic
material, and in this debate attempts to
discredit Catholicism, but Vin completely
defeats him. Learn why George prays for Vin’s
death. This selection is (unintentionally) funny
as well as educational.
W11 Protestant Cathedral Builders
“Bishop” Paulk is a nationally known Methodist,
who is raising funds to build a “cathedral” in
Georgia. Vin promised a contribution from
ARM, if ANY of his staff could answer JUST
one question: why build a cathedral when
people are hungry? Three of his staff (including
a resident FEMALE "theologian") tried. Hear
why the check never got in the mail. Topics
included: the concept of absolutes, use of
statues, divinely revealed truth. Another
example of the total emptiness of the “mainline”
sects.

W12 Question for a Baptist Minister
Reverend Crumptions heads a missionary
organization from (Bible Belt) Mississippi. He
refused to “debate”, but he agreed to “answer”
questions about what and why he believes. The
result was complete destruction of the Fundy
position. The selection also includes a brief
conversation with a Protestant who objected to an
article in The ARMament in which he admits the
basic dishonesty of Protestantism.
W13 Mormon Missionary Maids
Because of their "higher” morality, MORMONS are
considered by many Catholics as more sincere
than others, and less evil than regular type
Protestants. They are just as bad. You will learn the
truth about this cult from the mouths of three young
ladies. You will hear them ADMIT that their system
can not be honestly defended. If YOU live where
Mormons are active, then this selection is a MUST
for you.
W14 Mormon Madness
In this live recording of a “missionary effort” team, a
group of Mormons agree to the position that joining
the Mormon cult is the ONLY way to get to Hell!
This selection shows why Mormons are exactly the
same (in dishonesty and silliness) as all the other
Protestants. This discussion (which includes a
running commentary by Vin) deals with the basic
issues of sin, salvation, and the afterlife. It is a
perfect complement to selection W13.
W15 Main Line John
John heads a Reformed Church of American
congregation in New Jersey. He tries to defend his
sect based on the teachings of the Church Fathers
...but he didn't know that Vin had read them also,
so his “con job” didn't work, as he FREELY
ADMITS. Listen to his response when he is asked
to promise to tell the truth. A true eye opener!
W16 Ex Champ Hugh Green
This "ex-Catholic" gets his kicks by handing out
anti-Catholic trash and defeating Catholic
apologists (he claims to have defeated Karl
Keating). He tries to defeat Vin by a (futile) attempt
to disprove the Immaculate Conception by using
the Bible. A great example of the troubled
personality of the former Catholic.
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W17 7th Day Adventist Adversaries
Two "experts" (one being an ex-Catholic and
now a "pastor") from this cult agreed to accept
ARM's challenge to find fault with the Catholic
Church. The discussion revolved around topics
of Papal authority, Infallibility, and Biblical
subjects. When their own dishonesty becomes
evident, they turn nasty, as cultists often do.
This cult is very active in most areas; learn how
YOU can expose their errors.
W18 The Trickster
The opponent in this discussion runs a
professional anti Catholic organization in
Oklahoma. He is challenged to find "just one
thing" wrong with Catholicism. He uses virtually
every trick in the book (which are exposed,
analyzed, and refuted) to avoid admitting that
there are none. A highlight is when he admits
that he does not know Catholic dogma.
W19 Gary Versus ARM
Gary is the resident expert of the so called
"Christian
Equippers
International"
of
California. This fancy title hides a coven of antiCatholic bigots who push slanders about the
True Faith. A New York City parish priest
referred some of its literature to ARM, and
Gary attempts to defend a booklet "How did we
get the Bible?" which contains stupid antiCatholic lies. His shameful failure shows
perfectly the disgraceful trash which passes for
"scholarship" among Protestants of all types.
W20 Kevin The Apostate
Kevin was "raised Catholic" but later joined a
lunatic Fundy cult, and then a "main line" sect;
where he admits he found neither peace nor
truth. A referral put him in touch with ARM.
Kevin knows a great deal of true Catholic
teachings, and would be invincible against
ordinary apologetic techniques. Only ARM's
unique approach worked. If YOU know an
"intelligent" ex-Catholic this will show YOU
exactly, how to bring him back closer to the
truth.

W21 Papacy Triumphant
Ronald is an official of a national cult group
which holds that the Catholic Church is evil. He
agreed to a formal debate on: Can the Papacy
be justified by the Bible alone? Afterwards,
even Ron admitted that he lost, despite the
help of his entire group. This set is the most
comprehensive exposition and defense of this
dogma ever! If YOU have not yet heard how a
Catholic dogma may be defended by the Bible
alone, this set is for you.
W22 Doug the Dodger
Doug is an "active Christian" from New
England. He agreed to discuss basic Christian
issues, such as: the connection between the
Catholic Church and the Bible, and the Real
Presence (which he tries to explain, hilariously,
from a Protestant point of view). Doug does
what comes naturally for Protestants, when
dealing with the truth: he dodges... but he can
not hide. When YOU run into this type, you'll
need the techniques recorded here. This
selection set was rated "excellent" by an
experienced Catholic evangelist:
W23 Our Lady of Victory Debate
This formal debate was held at St. Denis
Church, Beekman, NY. Todd Weiner, (a
national cult leader) challenged ARM to debate
the following: can the veneration given to the
BVM be justified by the PROTESTANT version
of the Bible? Todd pre-arranged ALL the
conditions and restrictions, so as to guarantee
his victory... but Truth triumphed; and he lost. A
lively Q & A session from the audience is
included. This set shows perfectly how the true
Faith will triumph no matter what the
conditions.
W24 Real Presence Debate
This set is a “return match” between Todd and
ARM, this time held in Maryland and on
Transubstantiation, and the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass. Again ONLY the Protestant "bible"
could be used. If Jesus died "once for all," how
could the Mass be a sacrifice? Todd argued. If
YOU can't answer that question, then you need
this set. There is a Q & A session included.
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W25 Manhattan Massacre
A Catholic writer from Michigan told ARM that
“Bob Militello was the strongest anti-Catholic in
New York City”. Bob visited a gathering of ARM
supporters in Manhattan, and was exposed,
along with his "Bible expert”, as completely
dishonest frauds. Listen to why Bob feels that
Catholics will be "ashamed' in heaven, what
the "unforgivable sin" is and why Jesus
“condemns” the "Catholic" Bible. One
participant called it "the most distilled
dishonesty ever”.

W28 Big Names … Big Disappointments
If you know anything about Protestantism, then
you've heard of Billy Graham and Josh
McDowell (this author CLAIMS to be a
"defender" of Christianity). And you may have
thought that their organizations are really
concerned with the truth, but after you listen to
this selection in which officials of both groups
expose themselves as dishonest, you will
understand why Protestantism is a purely
human system and NOT any real form of
Christianity.

W25A Bob and Vin
This selection is a discussion between only
Bob Militello and Vin Lewis dealing with many
of the same issues, but with a little more
directness. This is a "one on one" talk between
the two. Bob is very slick but he meets his
match in Vin.

W29 McArthur Shall Not…
John McArthur has a national radio program.
ARM challenged him to a debate. His
substitute Jim decided to test Vin Lewis ... and
then advised his boss to retreat. You'll hear
why Protestants like this run from the
consequences of their “beliefs”. Jim states that
Catholics CAN NOT, and CAN, go to heaven...
it’s the standard Protestant position on
everything: trying to avoid any clarity.

W26 Carolina Confrontation
A recent convert from South Carolina asked
ARM for help in defending the true Faith
against a group of Protestant "experts," who
had heard ARM selections, and were
CONVINCED that they could find fault with
Catholicism. This set is valuable and distinct
for that reason AND because of the unusual
subjects dealt with: “soul sleep”, the Divinity of
Jesus, canonized sainthood, Sabbath vs.
Sunday worship, marred clergy, among others.
Despite all their advantages, these gentlemen
of the South failed to land any punches ...as
you will hear.
W27 Saint Benedict’s Center Debate
Rob Zihns is an ex-Catholic who once studied
for the priesthood. He is associated with
“Christians (sic) Evangelizing Catholics”. He
said that he holds that “no Catholic can be
saved” and he was willing to debate the
ENTIRE Catholic system of SALVATION. This
debate took place at the St. Benedict Center in
New Hampshire. It includes a O&A session
directed towards both speakers.

W30 Episcopalian Fox
“Doctor” Fox (his real name!) is an
Episcopalian "Priest" who writes about
"serious" religious issues, and rejects
Catholicism as false. Yet he freely admits that
his own state of knowledge is such that he is
"not certain" that he is not “a woman on the
planet Mars”. He is simply more honest than
most other Protestants. If you have ever
attempted to pin down an Episcopalian evader
and failed, listen to how to do it, or if you simply
want a good laugh, listen to how silly a
religious system becomes when it is cut off
from the truth of Rome.
W31 Don the Scholar
Don is a Protestant Fundy “scholar” who
responded to an article in a Catholic magazine.
He publishes his own “papers” of a false
“scholarly” nature. This conversation is a
PERFECT example of the importance and
utilization of pre-agreements in exposing error
and heresy. You'll sense a deep uneasiness in
his conversation which is explained in Don's
last (most personal) admission.
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W32 The Saint Catherine Debate
In this debate, three Fundies oppose a visiting
Nigerian priest and Vin Lewis. The topics ranged
from salvation, to understanding Scripture, to Papal
Infallibility, among other subjects. The debate had
been arranged by a divided family: one member
joined the Fundy group; the others remained
Catholic. Both were present, and one told why she
left, and the other why she came back to the
Church. The debate took place in Connecticut and
was extremely lively.
W33 Friend of the Family
A very active Catholic family, from the Syracuse
area of New York, invited Vin to talk to Jeff, a
friend, about the Faith. Jeff belongs to a strict cult,
and is very firm in his “faith”. Yet he changed and
abandoned his views so often that he sounded like
a politician. Topics include: married clergy, taking
oaths, calling on God for help, the value of truth,
“the end times”, gifts of the Holy Spirit, etc.
W34 Clash of the Titians?
When Scott Hahn (faculty member of the “catholic”
University of Stubenville) met Vin Lewis, he said
that there was “only one” person from
Protestantism who would be a worthy opponent.
Before Gerry Matatics (“Biblical Foundations”)
entered the Church he went to the one man he felt
would be skilled enough to dissuade him. In both
cases this “champion” was John Gernster,
professor and author. In this conversation, this
“best hope” of the Protestants is pathetically
overmatched against the best defender of our true
Faith. The contest was centered on the issues of
truth, good will, forgiveness of sin, and the
cooperation of man with God.
W35 The One True Church Debate
This debate, sponsored by “the Church Militant”
took place at Fordham University, New York City,
and was moderated by Dr. William Mara. The
Protestant was a Brooklyn Baptist pastor, and the
subject was: “Is there one true Church?” The
audience was composed of real Catholics, several
"modernists," and a bunch of Baptists. Strong
points of contention were: the dogma of "no
salvation outside the Church”, and the nature (and
value) of revealed truth. This is quite simply the
best defense of the identity of the Church in recent
times. Includes a question and answer session.

W36 The Protestant Revolt Debate
This formal debate, held in New York City at
the offices of the “Pastoral and Homiletic
Review” building, and sponsored by the St.
John Fisher Society, deals with one of THE
most basic issues between Protestants and
Christians: is there any way to justify the revolt
(and corresponding bloodshed) of the
Protestants against the Church of Rome. In a
masterful destruction Vin establishes with
irrefutable logic that by ANY standard,
including the Protestants own, the revolt was
evil. The audience was divided between a
group of Catholics (both loyal and liberal) and
very fanatical “evangelical” type Protestants,
many of whom were “raised Catholics”. The
Protestant minister, from the Free Evangelical
Church, was very cunning, extremely slick, and
totally defeated. The selection includes a
question and answer session.
W37 The Immaculate Conception Debate
This debate was held in Illinois (on December
7) in a Protestant High School. The topic and
the restrictions (only the King James Version of
the Bible could be used) were chosen by the
non - Catholic panel of three Baptist officials.
They were confident of an easy victory, and
instead suffered a crushing defeat. How can
we PROVE that Our Lady was sinless when
the Bible says that “all have sinned?” Where
does the Bible clearly equate Jesus and the
Blessed Mother in sinlessness? Listen and
learn how to defend this most important dogma
against the most common attacks. The debate
included a “cross examination” session by the
parties involved.
W38 The Personal Approach
This phone conversation was set up by the
opponent who had received an ARM tract and
was challenged by it. He asks the usual
questions, but VIN tries a different approach.
Virtually every answer is centered around the
person. The approach is subjective, and
intuitive rather than objective and scholarly.
This is a fine example of how YOU can make
apologetics effective by personally bearing
witness. It is a perfect example of using the
Protestant terms against the Protestant.
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W39 No Salvation Debate
In this debate the issue is: "can only Catholics
be saved?" VIN takes on a panel of liberal
Catholics, including a seminarian, a lawyer and
the former publisher of a Catholic magazine.
VIN relies on the OLD Testament, right reason,
as well as formal pronouncements to prove the
orthodox position and scores a ringing triumph
for the truth. This includes the question and
answer session.
W40 West Virginia Talks
This series of discussions consists of Vin
talking to a number of Protestant ministers. The
topics include: the nature of truth; the
requirements for salvation; the central role of
the Real Presence; and (with an atheist) the
nature of reality.
W41 The Papacy Debate
This is a formal debate between James White
(Alpha Omega Ministries), an internationally
known anti-Catholic “scholar” and Vin Lewis.
The topic: is the Papacy a divine or human
institution? Vin wins a crushing victory by using
a number of arguments, including: Scriptural
Proofs, right reason, the character of Catholics
versus non-Catholics, ontological facts, and
more. This formal debate includes direct cross
examination by each of the parties. The
highlight is when White admits that what
Protestants believe does not matter to God.
W42 The Purgatory Debate
This debate is a return match between Vin
Lewis and James White on Purgatory. Vin
proves its existence by a threefold argument:
the loving and compassionate nature of God's
justice; numerous Bible verses; the Dallas
Cowboys. White fails miserably to refute any of
these, and in fact ends up arguing that his
“god” is both cruel and irrational. The debate
shows very clearly how all Protestant beliefs
lead man away from God and His truth. The
selection contains a very heated cross
examination. It also contains annotated
remarks by Vin.

W43 Sola Scriptura Debate
This debate took place in Corpus Christi, Texas
over two days. Vin is part of a Catholic team
combating a “Church of Christ” (sic) champion.
The topic was: is the New Testament the sole
authority for the Christian? The Protestant
opponent is among the most cunning and
dishonest enemy of the Faith, ever! But he met
a crushing defeat. It exposes, forever, the
nonsense of holding that the Bible alone is the
right
way
to
go.
Hear
the
best
arguments/refutation EVER raised against this
lie.
W44 True Church Debate
This debate was a follow up of selection W43.
It involves the same parties as W43. The
subject was: is the Catholic Church the same
as the historical Church founded by Christ?
The debate establishes, by numerous
arguments, the fact that ONLY the Catholic
Church can be considered the one founded by
Our Lord. Among the arguments used were:
why the true church must be intolerant;
repetition; Purgatory; praying to, and for, the
dead; the life of St. Joan of Arc; why only
Catholics are honest about the Bible; many
more proofs . . . all based solely on the Bible
and right reason. This is a VERY vigorous
debate.
W45 Louisville Sola Scriptura Debate
Three midwestern Baptists attempt (and fail
miserably) to prove that Scripture, that is
the Protestant cannon, is the only available
infallible authority. Listen to Vin Lewis, the
Catholic champion, expose them as liars and
partake in some virtuous name-calling in this
debate which was held in Louisville KY. A
question and answer period follows.
W46 The Looniversity of Louisville Debate
Here Vin proves that Catholicism is the
only religion in the world. Two protestants do
not even attempt to disprove this but instead
attack The Church. The Church, of course,
triumphs! A question and answer period
follows. Disc two includes two entertaining
bonus conversations between Vin and ARM
supporters.
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RADIO TALKS (R Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm soon
Purely educational and NOT confrontational
This series of talks was commissioned by the Knights of Columbus of Mississippi for broadcasting on a local radio station.
These talks were prepared for a protestant audience who have little or no factual knowledge of Catholicism. As
such, they are a fine means of reducing barriers between Catholics and protestants. Their tone is purely educational and
NOT confrontational.
Each individual talk is 15 minutes long; each tape consists of consecutive series of talks. So each selection is like
a sequential instructional course on that particular topic.

R1 St. Peter Talks
This series offers some of the evidence for the
office and status of the Papacy from an
examination of the Biblical references to St.
Peter. The amount of evidence is more than
you might think...in fact it is overwhelming and
spread
throughout
the
entire
New
Testament...once you know where it is.
R2 Bible Church Talks
This series is designed to respond to the
objection that the Catholic Church is NOT a
“Bible church.” By using the Protestant Bible,
the series shows that only the Catholic Church
conforms to Biblical standards. This series
gives detailed evidence for many Catholic
truths, using the King James Version of the
Bible.

R3 Protestant-Catholic Bible Differences
There are DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
TWO “VERSIONS” OF THE Bible. Protestants
feel that the “fault” lies with the Catholic
Church. This CD series ably and clearly
defends and explains the Catholic position,
showing that the Catholic Bible IS the true one.
It deals with the formation and canonization of
the Holy Bible under the authority of the
Roman Catholic Church.
Note: To many Protestants (especially
Fundamentalists), THIS is a VERY important
issue.
R4 What is Fundamentalism?
This
term,
so
often
misused
and
misunderstood, has a quite definite meaning of
which even many Protestants are sometimes
ignorant. This CD gives you the facts, the
history, and the origin of this movement, and
explains how it differs from other aspects of
Protestantism.

The Status of the Novus Ordo Rite
Is it Valid?
Is it an act of rebellion against the decrees of previous popes?
What about the claims of the Society of St. Pius X?
What is the degree of responsibility of the individual Catholic?
Examines EVERY objection raised and then determines if the objection is:
RELEVANT, MATERIAL, CREDIBLE, OR LOGICAL
Deals with the entire matter of Quo Primum, whether it is binding on us today.
This audio selection will clear up all the issues for you!
Available only from ARM for only $8
Note: NOT a detailed study of canon law, history, and liturgical norms;
Rather, Vin takes a Simple, Logical, Straightforward approach.
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Christian Basics (M Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm
This series deals with some of the basic Christian beliefs from a “non-denomination” approach. These tapes are intended
for those who have no church affiliation, and/or to serve as a starting point for a discussion with someone of a different
denomination.
They are thought provoking without directly attacking the errors of the false systems.

M1A Forgiveness
This most basic aspect of Christian belief is
one of the least understood. This SELECTION
deals with it from a logical and Biblical point of
view. In the development, emphasis is placed
on its relationship as necessary for salvation.
M1B Prayer
Virtually every Christian prays and every one
holds that we should, but do you know that
there are FOUR types (intentions) of prayer?
This selection examines each of these types
with the goal of explaining when and why
Christians should pray.
M2A Arguing Abortion
That abortion is an evil is self-evident, but too
often Christians are unable to explain clearly
and forcefully why it is. This SELECTION
gives eight (easily remembered) non-technical
irrefutable arguments which satisfy that need.
M2B Tough Questions
This selection is ALL questions with NO
answers.
But these questions are the
important ones, which every Christian should
be able to answer about his relationships with
God, truth, His Church, etc. This selection is
designed to serve as a means of self
examination and as a starting point for
discussions.
M3A Biblical Interpretation
Everyone agrees on the fact that the Bible
needs some interpretation.
This selection
explains some of the universal principles of
interpretation, such as: use of numbers,
reliance on systems, literalness, etc. This is
perfect for those who are not familiar with the
Bible, and it is excellent for novices.

M3B Genesis: Chapters 1-3
Most people are quite familiar with the story of
the Creation and Adam in the beginning of the
Bible, but are you aware of the deep truths
(concerning sin, the nature of man, the role of
woman, etc.) which these few pages contain?
This product develops the truths contained in
this most important story.
M4A Miracles
Miracles are an essential part of the life of
Jesus. However, miracles are more than mere
events of God acting in history. This selection
puts miracles into perspective, explaining their
role as verification by God of His truth, thereby
having a role in validating His revelation to
man.
M4B Faith
This very simple word causes endless
confusion because of its different–but related–
meanings. This selection distinguishes the
various types (trust, dogmatic, etc.), and
explains which is necessary for salvation, and
explains what faith is and what it is not. This
selection
dispels
a
great
deal
of
misunderstanding.
M5A Suffering
Suffering, while still believing in a loving God,
may be the greatest difficulty for the average
Christian. Entire libraries have been written on
this subject, but almost all ultimately evade the
issue. This product takes a direct approach
which no other does, and confronts the issue
head on, arguing that sometimes suffering itself
is necessary for salvation. Definitely thought
provoking.
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M5B A Path to Sanctity
This suggested approach outlines a way that
you may become less self-centered and, by a
progressive development, come closer to God.
This is one of ARM’s few devotional selections,
designed to make you a better person, and not
merely educate you. It deals with fear of God
and a desire for goodness, etc…

M8A Feelings
Do “feelings” have any valid place in religion?
How does one determine good versus bad
feelings? What are the distinctions among:
feelings, emotions, and passions, and can they
serve truth? This selection answers these and
other questions on the emotional aspects of
Christianity.

M6A The Bible and the Church
Was the Church produced from the Bible or is
the Bible a product of the Church? And which
is the true basis for Christianity?
These
questions cause a lot of confusing language
plus foolish theories. This product establishes
the fact that the Bible is a “fruit” of the Church,
and can not be separated from it.

M8B Art
Is artistic endeavor a distraction, or an aid to
devotion and spiritual growth? Is art a valid
part of Christianity, or an intrusion by the spirit
of the world? Real Christians have been on
both sides of this matter. This is ARM’s
offering to this discussion in which we try to
make the issue clearer.

M6B Inerrancy
This word means “free from error” when
applied to the Bible. Yet the Bible contains
obvious “errors” and “self-contradictions.” This
“problem” can cause difficulties.
This
SELECTION reconciles these two (only)
apparently conflicting positions, and explains
what the terms really mean, when properly
understood.

M9A Humility
It is admitted by all that humility is a central
Christian virtue.
However, this is usually
understood to be a self-denial of ones abilities
and a type of self-hatred. In fact the true
exercise of humility will appear to be what the
world will condemn as “pride.” This selection
explains why.

M7A Sin
Must all sin carry blame and penalty? Can it
be avoided? How is it related to justice? Must
it all be forgiven? This selection clears up
problems and common misconceptions on this
most basic concept by dealing with sin as a
real rejection of God and not merely a “failing
to succeed.”

M9B Justice
Justice can be considered a premier Christian
social virtue. This selection expounds the dual
aspect of justice: restitution AND revenge, and
shows why both are essential parts of justice,
each complementing the other.

M7B Faith and Reason
This selection attempts to establish the proper
relation between these two basic aspects of
human activity by examining the limits and
problems of reason, as well as how reason
may serve and test, faith. These two divine
gifts need never conflict.
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Evangelism Essentials (E Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm soon
These selections consist of a series of recorded talks, which demonstrate practical evangelism in
action. You will hear real people presenting the issues involved and hear the right way to respond in
actual situations. Evangelism is not optional, but a necessary part of the one true Faith. You will get
real-world practical advice on what to do and how to do it.
E1 For the Jew
The follower of modern Judaism presents a
unique challenge to the Catholic evangelist.
Unlike the Protestant, little “common ground”
can be exploited. In this SELECTION, which
includes both a conversation and some formal
instruction, various approaches and tactics are
suggested, based primarily upon the defects of
Judaism and universal human attributes.

E2 One Inch Away
John was by his own admission “one inch
away” from leaving the Church and becoming
some type of Fundamentalist. A seminarian
supporter of ARM heard about John and put
him on the phone with Vin.
In this
conversation, John is confronted with the
defects of the Fundy “faith” and challenged to
seek the truth in Rome. You’ll hear why (and
how) he was convinced to come home to
Rome. A PERFECT example of how to handle
the weak “Catholic” who may be falling away!
E3 Nun-sense
A postulant of the Sisters of Charity had a few
troubling questions concerning the effort to
convert others. As we can never change
another person’s will, why bother to try? And
what is the role or value of prayer for the
conversion of another? These and numerous
similar questions were asked and answered in
a series of conversations.

E4 Transition
Apologetics
and
evangelism
may
be
considered as two sides of the same coin.
Apologetics
should
always
lead
into
evangelism. It is not enough merely to defend
the Faith; we Catholics need to spread it, too.
However, making the transition from one effort
into the other is sometimes very difficult. This
talk given to a Catholic lay group in Wisconsin
outlines a very specific and easy to master
program by which this transition can be made.
E5 The Triple I
This
live
talk
(subtitled:
“Why
be
disagreeable...and how!”) gives an overall view
of apologetic/evangelistic efforts by identifying
the three essential parts and detailing how to
use the “rules of engagement” to draw
essential distinction between Catholic and nonCatholic positions. This product includes part
of a question and answer session.

Evangelism is not
optional, but a
necessary part of the
one true Faith.

ARM
55 Palen Road #3
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
(845)226-4172
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Joseph Calley (F Series)
Available on Audio CD or download in mp3 format from www.lulu.com/arm soon
The “Joseph Calley” series is a different approach to Catholicism. The treasures of the faith are presented from an
outsider’s point of view. Joseph Calley is a “former Congregationalist minister.” These unique views are both scholarly and
personal. Sometimes those of us who have always been Catholic tend to overlook the most precious part of our Faith
simply because they are so familiar. The views of this former “outsider” can engender a new appreciation, whether we
have been Catholics all our lives, or are recent converts ourselves. The most marvelous aspect of this series is Joseph’s
ability to make the most profound truths easily understandable by the use of ingenious analogies and illustrations from
common life experiences.

F1 Why be Catholic? #1
This seemingly simple question is actually the most profound which any person can ask or answer.
Here Joseph tries to approach the issue from the view of a visitor in an art museum. He appreciates
the treasures not only because of their inherent values, but because he has never beheld them
before. Among the reasons why Joseph suggests that one should be a Catholic are: although
Catholicism is the “losing team” (from the world’s point of view) why is it the only thing which matters;
how and why the Bible means something only to Catholics; why human freedom can only be based
upon truth; how Catholicism gives a solution to the problem of suffering; problems which the nonCatholic have with the very concept of God...much more.
F1 Why be Catholic? #2
In the continuation of these “comments from a convert,” Joseph deals with the following: how ONLY
Catholic theology can support the belief in a loving God; the central issue of salvation, and why
Catholic theology is the one way which involves man in this most essential act; with a brilliant and
fascinating insight, how the pro-abortion/contraceptive mentality based upon opposition to the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass; how the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is directly related to man’s salvation...and
much more.
F2 The Meaning of Life
By examining both contemporary mass movements and some elemental basics of human behavior,
Joseph explains why living as a Catholic is the ONLY way to have any kind of meaningful life. The
discussion is based upon a few axioms: humans are dissatisfied on earth; we seek some value and
meaning to our life; the current solutions such as money and materialism only lead to greater
dissatisfaction. The solution? It is all centered upon one very necessary and very Catholic truth.
F3 Subjective Faith
In this entry Joseph examines the only strength of Protestantism, its organic trusting conception of
faith, and explains how it can be used to strengthen the Faith of Catholics. By examining the degree
of subjectivity in most human actions, and by pointing out the frequently subjective approach of Jesus
in the Gospels, the dogmatic truth of Catholicism is used as a starting point for Catholics to develop
their own relationships with Jesus.
F4 Luther’s Errors
THE seminal “document” of the Protestant Revolution is St Paul’s Epistle to the Romans. Martin
Luther based much of his “theology,” especially his “salvation only by faith,” on it. Yet, if one actually
reads the words of the Epistle, it supports the Catholic position and destroys the Protestant view.
Joseph Calley guides you through certain key verses and gives some very practical advice on how to
show the true meaning of the Epistle to your Protestant friends (or enemies!).
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TRANSCRIPTS
Some people like to read along while they listen to an audio recording. Others prefer to read, instead of listening. For this
reason ARM is in the process of transcribing all of its audio CDs. As only volunteers do our transcribing, the availability
and number of transcripts depends totally on how much time and effort volunteers have to give.
Transcripts are available for $3.00 each. To order, simply mark a “T” next to a CD selection on the Order Form.

T series
T1 Catholic Proofs..I
T2 Purgatory
T2 Intercessory Prayer
T3 Tradition
T3 Basic Theology I
T4 Creation and the Fall
T6 Winning Back Souls
T7 Papacy
T7 Stupid Questions..II
T9 Defending the Faith..II
T9 Morality
T13 Catholic Proofs..II
T18 Contra Social Gospel
T19 Keating versus Lewis ?
T21 What Kind of a Catholic
T21 What if we are Right?
T22 The Ohio Talk
T25 Marra versus ARM
T33 Stupid Questions...IV
T23 Apostolic Succession
T35 The Voluntary Exile
T37 At No Additional Cost
T37 Evolution
T41 Invitation to Confusion
T49 The Biggest Mistake
T51 Rendezvous Talk
T53 Baptism of Desire
T54 Carpenter’s Son
T54 Relics
T56 Cactus in NE
T57 Baby at the Doorstep
T58 Antidote to Anarchy
P series
P1 Infallibility
P6 A.C.T. Program
P9 L.A.R.E.
P12 Authority
P12 Existence
P23 Limiting the Liberal

L series
L1 Protestant View of Scripture
L1 “Sola Scriptura”
L2 Protestantism & Infallibility
L2 Protestant View of Truth
L3“Born Again” and the Holy Spirit
L3 Protestant View of the Church
L4 Protestant Errors on Salvation
L8 Martin Luther
L9 Why does it still exist?
L11 The Essential Differences
H series
H1 The Real Value of Truth
M series
M1 Forgiveness
M1 Prayer
W series
W3A JW’s at the Door
W6 Bible College Dean
W13 Mormon Missionary Maids
W35 The One True Church Debate
W36 The Prot Revolt Debate
E series
E4 Transition
F series
F1 Why be Catholic..1
F1 Why Be Catholic..11
F2 The Meaning of Life
F3 Subjective Faith
F4 Luther’s Error
Note: Transcripts do NOT include question and
answer sessions; formal debate tapes are limited to
the formal exposition of the Catholic position. This
also applies to all talks with question and answer
sessions.
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The ARM Pre-Apologetics Book
To be able to properly defend The Faith two things are needed: KNOWLEDGE and the RIGHT MENTAL
ATTITUDE.
ARM produces many products that give you the KNOWLEDGE you need to defend the Faith. THIS book will
give you the proper ATTITUDE. This is NOT an apologetics book, but a PRE-Apologetics Book.
Regardless of how many techniques you know, unless you are trained in recognizing WHEN to use them,
you may find yourself confused and uncertain in real life contacts. This is precisely why we produced this book.
This type of "mind improvement" is beneficial in ANY field, not only in matters of religion.
This book is for the lay Catholic and requires no previous training. The principle is placed into an
everyday context, then clearly defined, then illustrated by means of realistic dialogues . . . all written in clear
plain language. The "dialogue" method allows you to easily and quickly comprehend the principles which you
need.
Some of the specifics which you will learn are: How successful apologetics does NOT require a
knowledge of Catholic doctrine; When to think, when to reason, and why these are NOT the same; How to
focus on the key topic . . . and KEEP the focus there; When to insist on "technicalities" . . . and why; How to
correctly analyze what is actually being said; How to keep a defense concentrated so that it can be strongest;
Drawing the distinction between CatholicS and CatholicISM; Cheap and easy apologetics which anyone can
master; Easy ways to determine which attacks are relevant, and which are not; How to examine the credibility
of statements; What to respond to and what should not be answered . . . and more.
Nothing like this has ever been offered before. If you have ever been uncertain, then get this book

The ARM Apologetics Book
Exactly what YOU need . . . and have been unable to find . . . until Now!
There are a number of "apologetics" books on the market, and THEY ARE JUNK, because NONE of those
teaches YOU HOW to say what YOU need to say . . . WHEN to say it, and what NOT to say.
This book is filled with techniques, approaches, and instruction, which have been tested in REAL contests
with thousands of non-Catholics. It’s tough, lean, uncompromising, and direct. This book contains the famous
ARM techniques, which were developed over years in REAL-LIFE situations, exactly the same kind which you
will encounter.
Some of the specifics you will learn: HOW to establish pre-agreements . . . and WHY you should; WHEN
NOT to answer questions; HOW to define key terms; WHEN to concede certain points . . . to defeat them later;
HOW to turn attacks back on themselves; and WHAT motivates non-Catholics.
The ARM Apologetics Book is geared for the lay Catholic and requires no previous training. It is written
in plain language. It's dialogue approach makes the principles easy to understand.

The ARM Advanced Apologetics Book
In this volume your apologetic technique is further developed. Taking a more abstract approach, this book
has less specific suggestions but a more universal applicability than the others in the ARM series.
The focus of the book is on the "philosophy" of apologetics, rather than individual defense techniques. The
style is a bit more academic and serious than the other works in this series. This book is intended for the
"advanced" student.
Among the topics dealt with are: How to distinguish between principle and prejudice, and how to deal
with each; How to construct and deploy a "defense in depth," which allows a sequential apologetic effort
against a strong attack; How to defeat attacks by dismissal, a time-saving apologetic technique; How and why
comparisons should NEVER be made between Catholicism and any other "religion;" Why attacks against
Catholicism are invalid, EVEN when it is assumed that the Faith is false . . . and more.

Printed editions as well as free downloadable previews of ARM’s books
are available from www.lulu.com/arm.
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The Perversion of Protestantism I
Irrefutable proof that no man can be both an active protestant and a true Christian
In plain language this book destroys forever any protestant who claims to be acting in good will by
examining protestantism from the inside. This book is the result of four years of research into the
actual beliefs of protestants. It is based upon literally hundreds of interviews, examining basic
positions and doctrine, and exposes the self-contradictions inherent in them.
There are lots of books which hold that protestant churches are "in trouble." Most are written by
protestants themselves, in an effort to induce reform. This book however, shows how completely
beyond reform this entire man-made system is. This study shows that protestantism IS atheism.
Topics covered include: The Real Purpose of Religion (and its essential attributes); The
Essential anti-Catholic Nature of Protestantism; The Role of Feelings; The Problem of Sin; Why
Political Failures Expose the Corrupt Nature of this System . . . and more.
If YOU have ever lost a loved one to this "faith," or ever wondered what Protestants really
believe, or wish to know how strange the creative imagination of man can be . . . then THIS is one
book you must read. It is not dry nor academic. It was written with logic, clarity, and humor. And it
contains numerous summaries of interviews.
There is NOTHING like this book anywhere else. It can be understood by anyone who can
read . . . and refuted by no one who can reason.
Some Reader Comments:
"I read the book only with the intention of refuting it. I couldn't; it was instrumental in my returning to
Catholicism." Joseph Cali; Bedford, NY
"It was excellent. I enjoyed it very much. Every Protestant should read it." Martin Petrencik; Crescent City, CA
"It should be in every book store. It is wonderful." Kevin Liu Cunyi; Singapore

The Perversion of Protestantism II
More evidence of the moral bankruptcy and intellectual self-destruction in protestantism
There is so much wrong with this system that one book cannot hold it all. The subjects and topics are
DIFFERENT. Same format. Same treatment: a simple, irrefutable analysis based upon personal interviews,
basic premises, Biblical truths, and Natural Law. Learn from the unique insights and experience of Vin
Lewis as he examines additional protestant beliefs, practices and values.
Topics covered include: "Works, Faith and Salvation," How Protestantism confuses and denies the
proper relationship among these; "Miracles," How, and why, Protestantism MUST both ignore and deny the
proper place of miracles; "Wrong From the Start," Judged by its own standards, the Protestant Revolt was
immoral, unnecessary, and an utter disaster on every level; "Suicide--the Protestant Sacrament," Why every
Protestant, if he were "faithful" to his own beliefs, would advocate, and commit, suicide as a praiseworthy
religious act; and "Neither Mercy nor Forgiveness," By accepting the "Faith alone" heresy, Protestantism
opposes God's Mercy and denies the conditions for forgiveness. Includes additional chapters on . . . the
current state of contemporary Protestantism . . . why and how Protestantism is an inherent betrayal of
Christianity . . . an attempt to explain why it still exists . . . insights into the personality of a typical Prot
minister . . . and more.
ARM books are geared for the lay Catholic and require no previous training.
They are written in plain language, and you will find nothing like them anywhere else.
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The Allure of Protestantism
A serious study of a perplexing moral problem . . .
Why and how does an obviously evil system attract people who, without public shame,
adhere to it and pass it on to their own children?
This work, the result of nearly a decade of research, answers this question by examining the
system from the point of view of what humans find attractive, and then shows how protestantism,
abandoning all pretense of integrity, works to "give the customer what he wants." How it achieves this
is both fascinating and disturbing.
This book gives you an entirely new and very effective tool with which YOU will be able to expertly
defend the Faith by understanding how this false "Christianity" ensnares its victims.
Includes the following themes and issues: How Protestantism, by perverting history, allows
its adherents to hold both the conservative view; ("things were better in the old days"), and the liberal
view ("things are getting better") at the same time; Because of its failure to provide any answers to
life's problems, it masquerades as a noble "lost cause;" By its bizarre evaluation of evil, it allows the
individual to deny both the consequences of, and responsibility for, sin; How it allows for "cheap
greatness" by denying objective standards of achievement and worth; Protestantism makes its
powerlessness an invitation to sloth; Why, in Protestantism, confusion and having no theological
principles are a virtue; Its appeal to the mob psychology, and its barbarian tendency towards
destruction, rather than truthful inquiry . . . and more.

The Fallen Away Book
It's Not "The Church's" Problem, Its YOURS!
Virtually every Catholic family, including yours, has somebody in it who, although raised Catholic, has fallen
away and no longer follows our Faith. If you asked your priest to help, he probably told you to "pray," and left
you alone. BUT YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
Dealing with the "ex-Catholic" is quite a different matter than dealing with attacks on the Faith. This book is
totally different in its approach and subject matter than other ARM products. The approach in this book
WORKS. This is because it deals with the heart of the person.
"Don't change your approach one bit. It is exactly the right way to do it."
Sue Piccolo; Long Island, NY (a "fallen away" who returned to the Faith after decades as a Main Line Prot)
"It was your direct, uncompromising approach which worked."
Mike Devine; Bronx NY (a "fallen away" who returned after being a Fundamentalist")
"Vin Lewis' methods brought two of my friends back to the Faith."
Helen Westover; Poughkeepsie, NY (one was a "Fundamentalist;" the other a Buddhist)

The "fallen away" will seldom tell you the true reason why he left the Church: Do YOU know how to get to
the real reason? Do YOU know how to use the Bible against the Fundamentalist? Do YOU know the
importance of using the correct words? Do YOU know which pre-agreements to use? Do YOU know how
to motivate the "fallen away?" Do YOU know how to get started?
Let's be frank. YOU cannot answer "yes" to these questions . . . NOT YET. But after reading this book
YOU will be able to know exactly what you need to do, when to do it, what to avoid, and how to answer all the
evasions and dodges which "fallen aways" use.
This book is based upon real experience and practical selections as to what works and what doesn't.
You do not have to spend years in research, learning from your mistakes. You can avoid all of that, simply by
obtaining and reading this book. But YOU have to be willing to do something about it . . . so IF you care about
your loved one, and IF you are willing to learn, THEN obtain and read this book . . . NOW.

Printed editions as well as free downloadable previews of ARM’s books
are available from www.lulu.com/arm.
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The ARM Pre-Evangelism Book
Every Catholic is called (actually, COMMANDED) to be a missionary to the world.
So, there's NO REASON why YOU cannot be an evangelist!
It's simply a matter of doing it the best way you can . . . and learning what you need to know to be
effective. Evangelization is a more than learning techniques.
Your primary tool is spiritual; your primary preparation is proper theological formation.
ARM teaches you techniques, and gives you skills, but if--like most other Catholics today-you sense that you still need "something else . . ." THIS book is what you need. After dealing with
hundreds of Catholics who seem to want to become more effective evangelists, but who do not, Vin
Lewis was able to determine the most common deficiencies, and put the remedies in one book.
This book is NOT filled with techniques, nor Biblical quotes, nor logical defenses of the Faith, nor
strong arguments. . .other ARM products do this. This book directly addresses the religious
foundation YOU need to build in YOURSELF in order to have the foundation (built upon rock,
not sand!) YOU need to be an effective evangelist, and a sincere Catholic.
This is a serious book, on a serious subject, unlike any other book by Vin Lewis. It is direct,
forceful, powerful . . . and challenging, NOT to the non-Catholic, but to YOU.
Among the topics covered are: Seeing things in simple terms; Natural law; The frightening
consequences of really believing in God and in the Divinity of Jesus; The necessity of the Church;
The real value of Truth; When prejudice is a virtue . . . and more.

The ARM Question Book
Every Catholic (LIKE YOU!) has an obligation to defend the Faith and give answers to questions
about what we believe and why. In order for you to give a complete answer to a protestant question
about the Faith, you need to know not only the words to say, but also the principles behind them.
This book examines over 20 of the most common questions asked by Non-Catholics. Not
only will YOU learn the most valid and effective answers, but you will learn why people ask these
questions. Then you will learn what principles are involved, and then what the right answers are.
This book is not merely a reference book (in which you "look up" answers). This book will TEACH
YOU how to reason like an expert apologist. YOU will learn the inductive approach (reasoning
from a particular question to a general principle).
You will learn how best to reply to the following questions (among others): Did the Church make
a mistake with Galileo? Is the Church "anti-woman?" Does the Pope do our thinking for us? Does
veneration of the Blessed Mother take away from the veneration of God? Why do we pray to
dead saints rather than directly to God? Do Catholics want a state religion? Why did the Church
burn heretics? Why do we confess our sins to men and not God? . . . and more!
This book will give YOU an entirely new and very effective tool with which YOU will be able to expertly
defend the Faith. It's the tool which you need and have been looking for . . .
ARM books are geared for the lay Catholic and require no previous training.
They are written in plain language, and you will find nothing like them anywhere else.

ALL ROADS MINISTRY (845)226-4172
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"I Believe"

A Study of the Sin of Stupidity
Q: IF Catholicism is so self-evidently true, THEN why are there so many unbelievers?
A: The answer is also self-evident: they are stupid.
"I Believe" is an in-depth examination of the SIN of Stupidity . . . in other words: Why men will
believe what they KNOW cannot be true. "I Believe" examines the most profound relationships
among the human will, self-image, knowledge, faith, humility and intelligence. This book may seem
like a slight subject but actually it is invaluable in the areas of apologetics, evangelism, theology,
philosophy, and psychology. It is a textbook which explains the essential concepts involved in
understanding human nature, virtue, and sin. It will also help you understand the mentality of the
non-Catholic and will also help you avoid and eliminate the most common mental mistakes which all
of the sons of Adam tend to make.

This book explores the nature and effect of stupidity and when it becomes a damnable sin.
Among the topics explained are: Is stupidity contagious? How the human will works: What is it's
main purpose, and What is the proper (and improper) role of the will in matters of Faith; What is the
role of the Mass Media (particularly, TV) in "dumbing down" America; How the desire to
associate with the "better types" always leads to sin; How people overcome the power of their
consciences; How man rewrites "history" to change truth; Why non-Catholics FEAR that
Catholicism may be true and will refuse to learn the truth; How the object of Faith is changed
from God to the self; How defense mechanisms prevent people from recognizing the truth no
matter how obvious it is; How accepting truth is a form of suicide for most people; and Why people
will willingly reject knowledge even to the point of self-destruction . . . and more.

Lewis on lewis

The Real C.S. Lewis
Almost everyone knows of C. S. Lewis, many people have read his books, and a large number of Catholics
recommend and approve of him as one of the "greatest Christian writers of our time."
THE TRUTH IS . . . LEWIS OPPOSED CHRISTIANITY; DISMISSED TRUTH AS HAVING ANY VALUE;
AND LIED OPENLY CONCERNING ESSENTIAL CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES.
Yet Lewis does this so skillfully that few Catholics (if any) noticed his active opposition to Catholicism. How
did he manage this massive deception? Take up and read.
This book examines the most popular works of Lewis, ("The Screwtape Letters," "Mere Christianity," and
"The Abolition of Man") and simply subjects them to objective analysis. The key element to understanding
the real message of Lewis is that he advocates a natural salvation, one which, quite literally, has no
place for God's grace.
Among other things you will discover: Why, despite his many flaws, Lewis still has great appeal; How he
hides his evil in plain sight by calling attention to it in ways that the reader will NOT believe his words; His
formally pronounced indifference to truth; How he uses, to great effect, the Nazi "Big Lie" methods; How he
puts you on the right road, but makes certain that you will never reach the goal of truth...and more.
C. S. Lewis is skilled and talented, but evil. This book will expose him and destroy forever his
"reputation." More than this, Lewis on lewis will serve as a textbook in instructing you how to evaluate any
religious writer, and give you a better understanding of what real Christianity (i.e. Catholicism) is. This book is
necessary for our times, and long overdue.

Printed editions as well as free downloadable previews of ARM’s books
are available from www.lulu.com/arm.
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The ARM Anti-"Altar Girl" Kit
"Altar Girls?" They're here...and probably to stay. It is more than an unpleasant fact; it is a blasphemous and
sacrilegious policy. But what can YOU do about it?
Realize that arguing over who is responsible for this decision is a waste of time & effort...unless you are a Cardinal.
Writing letters to Bishops requesting that the decision be rescinded is probably not going to accomplish anything...except
put you on record. In fact, there probably isn't much you can do...
And the chances of you changing ANYTHING in your own parish are very slight. NEVERTHELESS, when evil is
done, you have to do SOMETHING, not merely to win, or to change, but, sometimes, merely to resist because this is what
Catholics do. This is what Our Lord and Our Lady demand of us. So, when you stand in front of the judgment seat, you will
be able to say: "Lord, when they insulted you with 'altar girls' I did my best." And this means that you used the program
contained in the ARM Altar Girl Kit.
What does your kit consist of?
(1) A simple tract, which can be easily photocopied and left in Churches, at meetings, or handed out. This tract explains,
in simple, forceful and irrefutable language FIVE reasons why "altar girls" are against Catholic teaching and natural law.
(2) A program to combat the institution of "altar girls" placing the issue in context, and the most effective and prudent way
to deal with liberals who advocate "altar girls."
(3) Sample dialogues of what you should say, what you should NOT say, what the liberal will say, and haw to "trap" the
liberal with his own words.
(4) A list of additional products to ARM you with the skills needed to refute, confound, and defeat liberals.

The ARM "Old Believers" Kit
Take a Quick test. Are you bothered by; "The sign of peace", female "Eucharistic Minister(ettes), the laity reading from the
Gospel, people ignoring the Blessed Sacrament, Holy Communion on the hand, the general casualness toward Our Lord,
or the irreverence at The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass?
If you replied that you where not bothered by any of the above, THEN you need to go to confession...as soon as you
became a Catholic--because you are NOT one!
If you answered yes to these questions, and are willing to do something about it, then obtain and use The ARM "Old
believers" kit.
You will be given" spiritual exercises" that will:
1) Combat the creeping and subtle Protestant-like irreverence, which is so wide spread in the church today.
2) Identify YOU as a "passive resister" to the "reforms."
3) Allow YOU to bear witness to The Faith.
4) Give you an opportunity to bear witness to the traditional Catholic way of doing things.
5) Give evidence to the world of the presence of a believing Catholic.
6) Give you comfort, strength, direction, and solace as you live a Catholic life in these corrupt times.
The "Old believers" kit consists of:
1) An audio CD that gives detailed directions and complete justification for the activities, as well as the theological and
practicable reasons why you need to become an "Old believer."
2) A listing of quite specific and quite traditional Catholic actions, which will honor Our Lord, and allow you to be Catholic
in a non-Catholic setting.
3) A series of cards (which you should reproduce) explaining what you are doing, why you are doing it, and inviting others
to behave in accord with Catholic teaching and traditions.
You are NOT alone in your desire to do things the right way. NOW there is a right way for you to do thing the right way.
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Tract Package (A Series)
Available for free download from www.allroadsministry.com
Tracts are brief, direct, one sheet "position papers" which deal with one issue, or question, and
briefly summarize the key points supporting the truth, or exposing the error.
Catholic organizations, other than ARM, also publish tracts. But they are frequently so "ecumenical"
in tone, and "liberal" or "soft" in theology that they refuse to take a stand. The "strong" ones frequently
need extra research simply to check the footnotes, and references--they are for experts only. In other
words, ARM would not produce tracts if we knew of anyone else who was already doing the task
correctly. ARM DOES the job the way it should be done.
ARM suggests that you obtain these tracts-—and feel free to photocopy them—and hand them on
to anyone and everyone you meet. It is a very easy way to evangelize... and get indulgences. It is
especially useful for those of you who find verbal approaches difficult. Let ARM’s tracts do it for you.
A1: Which Church?
A2: Why don’t Catholics evangelize?
A3: Why are there different Bibles?
A4: Is Faith enough?
A5: Why be Catholic?
A6: What is the real value of truth?

A7: Is no man infallible?
A8: Catholic or protestant: what is the real
difference?
A9: Did God fail?
A10: What’s the Bible for...really?
A11: So what if it’s not in the Bible?

THE BRIEF ESSAY PACKAGE
The origin of this product occurred when the directors of The Catholic Rendezvous Movement
“drafted” Vin Lewis to contribute to a proposed ‘Catholic handbook.” The book may never see the
light of day...but Vin’s contributions are available...now.
The restrictions for contributions were: approximately 600 words (less than 2 pages), not heretical,
light tone (and/or amusing), and unconventional treatment. What resulted was insightful and
entertaining, besides being educational, so if you like Vin’s style, then you should like this.
6. Prayer
1. Can Protestants go to heaven?
7. Money as the Root of All Evil
2. THE Basic in the Faith
8. The “Fallen Away”
3. The Single Vocation
9. Catholic snooping: looking for faults in others
4. How Catholics get to Heaven?
10. The Contraception Mentality
5. The Old and New Testaments
11. Martin Luther

IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION
OR A PROBLEM. . .
CALL (845)226-4172. . .ANYTIME
HELP IS ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY.
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Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus Proofs
The competing "interpretations" distort this doctrine into meaning almost anything...and virtually nothing.

Do you own a book with Formal Dogmatic Statements and Quotes from the Popes, Fathers,
Doctors, and Saints all supporting the Dogma of No Salvation Outside the Church?
If you do, or think you want to get one, you should know that such books can hold little or no
weight with those you might try to show it to. They'll ask for references, or to see it in the original
Latin, or simply deny the authenticity of the quotes or imprimatur. Such books are fine for Catholics
and scholars, but they are of no use in apologetics.
BUT . . . What if there was a text, NOT with quotes from Saints, NOT with references in Latin,
NOT with long, difficult to understand arguments, BUT . . .
What if there was a text, with many short but COMPLETE arguments. Each one able to prove
the TRUE interpretation of the dogma all by itself . . .
. . . and what if these arguments relied on: The Bible; Formal Dogmatic Statements; Logic; Right
Reason; The weaknesses and self-contradictions of the opposing points of view;

. . . and other ACCESSIBLE and CONVINCING resources . . .

WAIT NO LONGER!
This booklet shows YOU how reasonable and easy to understand,
explain, and defend this dogma really is!

CONCISE, DIRECT, AND FORCEFUL!
Even though heretics and modernists accept the phrase as valid Catholic teaching, what it
means is often distorted by them. What ARM has been doing to clarify what the doctrine really means
(namely, "ONLY formal Catholics can get into Heaven") is to run a series in THE ARMament
(YOUR Textbook In Installments!). The series is titled "The Last Page" and goes on to this day (so
subscribe already!). Each entry is a completely independent support for the Doctrine. By popular
demand, ARM has now put these "Last Pages" under one cover and . . .
There simply isn't another resource this useful anywhere!
It also makes a great gift to those who do not understand-or continue to deny-the plain truth of
the necessity of The Faith for salvation.

The printed edition, as well as a free downloadable preview, of Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus Proofs
is available from www.lulu.com/arm.
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"T WO MINUTE DRILL" DEFENDER CARDS
Accelerated Apologetics-- Express Evangelism!
Defending the Faith has never been easier. Keep these laminated cards within your reach and you'll
always be ARMed. Read a series of simple questions listed on your ARM Defender Card to your
protestant buddy and watch him squirm as he validates your Faith. Needless to say, this causes
great discomfit, which, as any good ARM student knows, motivates change.
Each laminated ARM Defender Card comes with supplementary pages discussing how to use it and
what to expect while using it.
PURGATORY, MORTAL/VENIAL SINS, INDULGENCES CARD:
Use this card to show the non-Catholic that he already believes in
and accepts the reality of Purgatory, Mortal/Venial Sins and
Indulgences.
MARIAN DOGMA CARD:
Side one shows the prot that rejecting the Perpetual Virginity of Our
Lady is the same as rejecting the Divinity of Our Lord. Side two
proves as factual the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady and her
Assumption.
CONFESSION CARD:
Trap the non-Catholic into accepting the sacrament of Confession as
the means of obtaining God's forgiveness.

Never before has such a powerful, easy-to-use tool been made available to you!

The Catholic Action Handbook
Stop Talking and Start Acting Today!
It’s time that you stopped being like most “Catholics”...only talking, talking, and talking some more
about doing something about the current state of the Church...and yet never really getting around to
doing anything.
Now YOU can do something. This is YOUR first step.
ARM recognizes your problem. YOU want to do something, but you do not know how to start. You
want to see effective lay Catholic action in your state, in your parish, but HOW DO YOU GET
STARTED? There is no “theology” in this handbook. It is pure hands-on instruction on how to start
an organization, which will function in the real world.
The “Handbook” will show you: how to publicize the existence of your organization; the principles of
effective communication; how to evaluate progress; some projects are suggested; reasons why most
organizations fail are exposed; how to begin an organization correctly is explained, e.g., get a running
start with a “big event”...and more!
As with all ARM products, the “Handbook” is designed to be practical, lean, and effective...with proven
suggestions AND help in identifying and avoiding situations, which can cause problems. (25 PAGES).
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Major Essays
A major essay is a serious and insightful examination of one issue or topic of substantial length from a religious point
of view. Briefly, each essay is a unique, thought-provoking approach to some core issue. Some of it is merely Vin
showing off. You may be shocked, surprised, informed...but you will never be bored.
Note: These essays differ in subject and substance, as well as treatment from the essays described elsewhere in the
catalog. Most are five to ten pages each.
Essay #1 POLITICS AND RELIGION
Using the opposing candidates of Bill Clinton and Bob Dole as examples of the liberal and conservative points of view, this
essay explains several aspects of the American political system. Among these are: why conservative view points are
never actualized; why both systems are based upon vice and not virtue; why people vote liberal when they “feel”
conservative.
Essay #2 A FEW COMMENTS ON IGNORANCE
Ignorance is a significant topic of discussion and controversy in contemporary theology. The premise is that those who
remain ignorant of the true Faith are responsible for this damnable state. This is because God compels man to seek Him,
and he who seeks, finds. Moreover, regardless of circumstances, God necessarily provides the means to replace
ignorance with truth.
Essay #3 A BOOK REVIEW
This really is not an essay, although it does serve the same purpose. The form is a review of a completely inadequate
“Catholic” novel. The exposition of its defects (artistic, theological, philosophical) not only lays a foundation for critical
analysis, but also gives practical advice for effective writing. Stop attempting to enjoy “Catholic” trash and learn how to tell
the good from the bad. It is humorous.
Essay #4 CATHOLIC OR HISTORIAN NOT BOTH
In this essay, Vin argues that in order to be a good historian one must be a bad Catholic. When people say: “Let history
judge,” what they mean is that people, namely historians, will determine certain verdicts and evaluations. Yet, as this
essay irrefutably establishes, although Catholicism is a historical religion, all faithful Catholics must reject the standards of
history. The standards of this profession are in complete opposition to Catholicism. Read and discover why a Catholic
can no more be a historian than he could be an abortionist.
Essay #5 NO SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH
This essay was written by Adam Miller of Maryland. It argues that the correct understanding of the dogma (no salvation
outside the Church) is the traditional one, which requires a formal adherence to Catholic dogma as a prerequisite. Adam
used the premise that the nature of Divine Truth demands this.
Essay #6 THE PRO-LIFE MOVEMENT: WHAT WENT WRONG?
This essay, written by an experienced “rescuer,” explains why and how the rescue movement went from being something
good and virtuous to something evil and ineffective. By extension, it gives good reasons why most of the “pro life”
movement has become useless and evil. The author of this essay wishes to remain anonymous.
Essay #7 THE IMPLOSION CONSPIRACY
In this work, Vin argues that we are required to “judge a book by its cover.” The nature of evil and of good requires the
evil person to reveal themselves immediately and openly. The principle is illustrated with several common examples.
Essay #8 HISTORY AND THE RACE HORSE
This essay is by Joseph Calley. In it he argues that when it comes to the proper relationship to history, the Catholic is
wrong and the Protestant is right. Mr. Calley holds that the reverence that Catholics give to “tradition” and the works of
the dead saints prevent them from living a Catholic life now.
Essay#9 BEHOLD THE LILIES OF THE FIELD
An examination into the theology of pleasure. This essay hold that pleasures are not only a normal part of life, but actually
required by God’s creation and revelation. What’s so bad about feeling good? Nothing. Find out why.
Essay #10 CATHOLIC CRITICISM
In this essay some general rules are examined, advanced and explained as to how and why publishing efforts are good or
bad when examined from a distinctively Catholic point of view. The aim is to determine what makes something worth the
effort of reading or producing.
Essay #11 FEELINGS AND LIBERALISM
Why is it that no matter how many conservatives get elected, liberal programs are always enacted? The reason is that
everyone FEELS like a liberal and the only antidote to the evil is the one true Faith.
Essay #12 THE VOLUNTARY ENSLAVEMENT OF AMERICA
By following the “American Dream,” the average American has given up his personal freedom and has sold himself into
serfdom to the all-powerful government. Learn why Catholics can NEVER be “good” Americans.
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Essay #13 THE DANGER OF THE COLLECTIVE
There is a point at which handing on and valuing the “wisdom of the past” and preserving traditional values can and does
become a danger to clear thinking, property, morality, and Faith. Learn when tradition causes a collective intellectual
suicide.
Essay #14 THE END OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
No matter what Western Civilization was, it is now dead. How and why it came to die can be summarized in one simple
sentence: “Mother Teresa should not be in beauty contests.” Vin explains how, with good intentions, most Catholics have
lost touch with both truth and beauty.
Essay #15 WHY NOTHING EVER WORKS
In this essay Vin explains why the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics applies to the human condition. What this means is that
things are bad and will only continue to get worse, no matter what we do . . . .and tells you the spiritual truths which will
enable you to deal with this.
Essay #16 THE HISTORY OF THE FUTURE
By analysis of the current political and philosophical trends, this essay explains what will happen in the Western World in
the next several centuries; namely, economic security and virtual slavery.
Essay #17 THE FAITH AND PRESIDENTIAL PARDONS
The necessary emptiness of human life without the true Faith explains why non-Catholics do the idiotic things they do in
order to find meaning. This helps explain why and how sin clouds the intellect so that men will suffer for lies and evil.
Essay #18 OF TWO MINDS
The modern culture really is different because of the “Mass Media.” This changes modern man’s perception of reality and
values, causing him to “create” two conflicting realities, in a sense two minds. This is the real effect of TV on the mind.
Essay #19 LIFE AND DEATH
It is wrong to classify the current status of the Western World as one of a “culture of death.” In fact it is very life affirming,
but only for some, and death affirming for others. How and why is the subject of this essay.
Essay #20 WHAT IS THE USE OF LIFE
This question served as the central theme of a High School commencement address given by an ARM associate. The
theme was that the purpose of life is to have fun, based on truth. The talk also included an analytical tool by which to
identify truth, and an exhortation to be a sinner?
Essay #21 THE OMNI-STATE
This essay takes the position that the current USA is NOT a welfare state, but one in which the government takes from
everyone and gives to everyone, making it (literally) unreformable. It also explains why government programs which help
disaster victims are evil.
Essay #22 REVOLUTIONS AND ADAM
Here is a simple and unified explanation behind almost every major movement in political or social history. Revolutions
(the replacement of one system with another) are examined from the point of view of basic human nature.
Essay #23 THE STATUS OF THINGS
The concept of a morally superior aristocracy is natural for man. But this has been destroyed in the modern culture as our
leaders are universally bad. The reason why and the results are the subject of this essay.
Essay #24 AN ALLURE OF EVIL
This essay attempts to explain why evil appeals to so many “intelligent” people. The premise is that it is because evil is
more difficult than good that it requires more effort to sustain it.
Essay #25 ANARCHY RULES
The Western World cannot “fall” as it is already in a state of anarchy. This is because the only “order” is provided by
influence, authority having been destroyed long ago. But don’t worry, just like NYC, it works fine.
Essay #26 THE “MASCULINIZATION” OF AMERICA
If you think that the feminist ideology is triumphant in America, then you are completely wrong. Actually, everything is
becoming more masculine, and this essay explains why this is a disaster.
Essay #27 THE DAMAGE OF JUDAISM
You really can blame the Jews, or at least Judaism, for almost everything which is wrong with the world today. This is
because of the confusion which this “religion” (is it?) necessarily brings along with it.
Essay #28 ETHICAL MORALITY
The conflict between ethics and morality is explored. All important terms are defined, and there are many insights into
suffering, forgiveness and what motivates people to do stupid things like attend feminist meetings and picket for abortion
right.
Essay #29 OH , WHAT A TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE...WHEN FIRST WE LEARN TO CONCEIVE
With the multiple birth incident in Iowa as a case study of sorts, several issues are explored: the morality of taking fertility
drugs, the morality of ‘reducing’ the number of children, and how the issue of government interference has been raised.
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Essay #30 ON THE CLINTONIZATION OF AMERICA or THE DAUGHTERS OF EVE
Explains why Bill Clinton has the overwhelming support of the women in America, despite the fact that he treats them as
no more than animated pieces of meat.
Essay #31 MORE ON THE CLINTONIZATION OF AMERICA
Two approaches to influencing people’s behavior are revealed. The first is hedonism, and the second is related, but
different from masochism. In the second approach, referred to as Painism, Napoleon is exposed as the ultimate painist,
and Bill Clinton as its modern day champion.
Essay #32 CONFLICTING PHILOSOPHIES
This essay attempts to offer an overall view of what is really going on in our contemporary culture, and to a lesser degree,
why it goes on. Most of the essay deals with the three “lifestyles” or life philosophies that people adopt. At the end of the
essay, the lifestyle which can produce the most happiness is exposed. Also includes some very interesting comments on
the purpose of laws.
Essay #33 A MATTER OF TRUST
One of the talking points about the Clinton scandals is the issue of trustworthiness. Some say, “If that guy can’t be trusted
to be faithful to his marriage vows, how can you trust him on anything else?” Others ask: “What difference does it make
what he does in his private life?” Does trust really matter? Should it matter? What is it? These questions and more are
all answered in this essay.
Essay #34 PLATO AND THE FEMINISTS or CULTIVATING MISERY
This is a conspiracy theory piece. The issue dealt with is the attack on marriage, family, and childhood. Exposes how
and why most girls will grow up actively seeking misery, divorce, and damnation. Also includes an eye-opening reason
why this is GOOD for those who follow their hearts.
Essay #35 IS THERE ANOTHER UNIVERSE? or LIFE IN THE “BILLY JACK” ZONE
The concepts of power, authority and influence are explored through the fascinating comeback of an unworthy movie due
to the diligence of a nationally known critic, but this is just the beginning. Next, the principles involved in this incident are
used to expose that Bill Clinton WANTS to be impeached and why.
Essay #36 YOU CAN DO MAGIC!
It appears that something is changing in our culture. It is profound and It is one reason why people are so stupid. As it is
still forming, one can simply give indications and try to point out tendencies. One symptom that something is very wrong
is the tendency for movie goers to want what they know is false to appear to be what is real, or realistic, even though they
still won’t accept it as real. This is the opposite of the theater where we all know that props and thespians are merely an
“artistic representation” of what we are to accept by an act of will. Ends with a shocking analogy between the fall of Rome
and the Clinton administration.
Essay #37 IT’S NOT WHO YOU KNOW; IT’S WHO YOU ARE
Right before Clinton came out with his “confession,” I predicted that he would remain steadfast to his first story, and deny
even the physical existence of women. But he did not. But let me add that I did add that he would pick the WORST
possible course of action for his followers and he might be able to see something that I could not. He did. My point is that
this type of behavior is not rare and is very effective. It breeds a loyalty to the death. Find out why in this essay.
Essay #38 INTEGRATION AND DEPARTMENT STORES
When I use the word integration I mean more than merely mixing two or more things, it includes the change which comes
about afterward. Find out how this relates to one of the most obvious (and ignored) aspects of living: that the Catholic
sees the world differently from the non- Catholic. Learn how the prot and jew see differently from the Catholic, and then
benefit by learning how YOU should see the world and how to deal with those who see it differently.
Essay #39 SOME COMMENTS ON THE BLACKS
Bill Clinton– I consider him to be one of the few “monumental” personalities of all times. In this he is far more dangerous
than even were Stalin or Mao. I think we have to go back to Ghengis Khan or Tamerlane to find equals. Bill also is utterly
fascinating. But this piece deals only indirectly with Bill. It deals more directly with the Black population of America.
There IS a Black sub-culture (maybe it is better expressed as an anti-culture). Find out what it is and how dangerous it
can be. As a bonus, find out how it is actually based on feminine values–shocking to say the least!
Essay #40 BILL CLINTON AS HOWARD STERN OR HOW THE DISGUSTING PLEASES US (within the context of the
nature of elections)
Bill has showed us how to win elections: realize you only need enough votes to win. This may seem to be obvious but
very few politicians understand this. Successful generals realize that they do not have to kill every enemy soldier; all they
have to do is to convince enough of them that it is better to run off than to remain. This essay can teach you how to win
any election or popularity contest.
This list was last updated in April 2001. As always, the best ( and cheapest) way to stay up to date with Major Essays is
to subscribe to the A&E. As a bonus, there are frequently short articles in addition to the Major Essay that you do not get
unless you obtain them in the A&E format.
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Essay #41 SOME COMMENTS ON THE LAW
This is one of those “this explains a lot” type essays. Its intention is to give you some background information, mostly
history, which should help you better understand why things are the way they are, and why they will continue to move in
the way they are moving. Trends and cultural influences, that is to say, forces which induce men to move one way rather
than another are examined and many modern examples are given. Interesting comments on Israel and Ireland are
included.
Essay #42 WHAT IS REALLY AT STAKE
ONE of the silliest tendencies in our modern culture is the “appeal to history.” By this I mean the endless reference to
“what will history say about us when we...?” Maybe the reason why Americans get so hung up on, or are so deceived by
history’s verdict is that Americans are one of the few “historical peoples.” Find out why Americans are an historical people
and how this relates to the American missionary spirit in this essay. Includes some very interesting comments on how it is
impossible to “learn from history.”
Essay #43 BATTLES AND WARS
The general public and the commentators can not “understand” why Bill Clinton, an evil man who loves Communism and
abortion, has done “inappropriate” sexual acts. They fail to understand why, when given the power and opportunity to do
these things, he has done them. The answer is about as profound as why a dog will eat a hamburger if given the chance.
Recall that when Bill vetoed the partial-birth abortion ban, he had a woman positioned next to him who (“And I am a
Catholic”) killed her own child, and then–and I am not kidding!–told the country that she still celebrates the murdered
child’s “birthday” (sic). Find out how Bill Clinton has destroyed the concept of the cause/effect relationship by obtaining
this piece.
Essay #44 LEARNING FROM THE MASTERS-PART OF THE CLINTON LEGACY
In this essay, one of the contradictions in American culture and its prevalence in our society is exposed. The elevation of
“privacy” to a virtue is juxtaposed to the virtue of “getting involved.” Learn what motivates the public to form opinions, so
you won’t fall into future errors in this regard. Includes a joke by George Burns and the definition of comedy by Charles
Chaplin.
Essay #45 THE THREE ECONOMIES
In this essay we learn what the three types of economies are, which one we’re in now, and how, historically, this has
affected everything. Provides an interesting, maybe even scary, glimpse of the future. A great deal of information about
ancient Rome is included.
Essay #46 SOME MANDATORY COMMENTS ON VIOLENCE
It is obligatory for publications such as this one, and for those who write them to comment on the recent high school
killings. I have two (comments). The first is that maybe part of the “cause” is that girls are no longer encouraged to be
girls, but to be boys. For the other, which involves dr. laura schleshinger, get the essay. Includes a reference to the “Lost
in Space” movie and the reason why threatening someone is a good thing.
Essay #47 STAGNATING IN PROGRESS
Ayn Rand, the Civil War, the Roman Empire, John Maynard Keynes, WWI, Freud, Viet-Nam, Darwin, Woodrow Wilson,
the “roaring 20's,” and the Black Death. This essay pits finding true value in what is ancient (the Catholic view) against
only seeing value in the new (everyone else’s view).
Essay #48 WHAT THIS COUNTRY NEEDS IS...MORE PROTESTANTS
Joe Sobran and his work ethic as a Catholic writer. George Lucas and Star Wars. John Calvin, the meaning of the word
‘vassal’ and a very bad Doctor. What does it all mean? How do they all relate to one another? Buy it and see. You will
be amazed. For an extra bonus that will totally knock your socks off, buy the Sept. ‘99 issue of the A&E–it includes
predictions for the Nov. Elections.
Essay #49 AM I THE ONLY ONE WHO NOTICES THESE THINGS?
Here is a compilation of six short essays that give examples of foolish Blacks, incompetent reporters, protestant and
jewish values, a financial company that insults you in their advertising, a woman who ought not to have learned the three
r’s, and the triumph of the spear-throwing Zulus over the rifle-bearing British.
Essay #50 YOU CAN TOO!
Learn everything that you need to know about the balance of trade and international economics in just one lesson!
Amaze your friends! Includes some great news about the economy and life in the United States that you will be happy to
know, and several important definitions.
Essay #51 “AND NOW, A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR...”
This essay examines the art of advertising and its reflection on culture. From this premise, the reader sees that there is
an agenda in the advertisement world other than the obvious. Why would a company spend money on an ad that doesn’t
sell? Read the essay to find out!
This list was last updated in April 2001. As always, the best ( and cheapest) way to stay up to date with Major Essays is
to subscribe to the A&E. As a bonus, there are frequently short articles in addition to the Major Essay that you do not get
unless you obtain them in the A&E format.
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Essay #52 THE MAKING OF A DYNASTY
Those looking for the issue that describes the political climate of the next age of man; this is it. There is no turning back
from this point and it doesn’t matter who takes office next; the rules of politics have changed and they are going to be that
way until something major happens. Learn how a bill becomes law in the next millennium. Also details Bill Clinton’s
feminine side.
Essay #53 MATHEMATICS AND REALITY
This essay examines the concepts of probability and absolutes. Be entertained while you learn the roles each should play
in your life in contrast to the non-Catholic’s views of each.
Essay #54 THE BAD, THE GOOD, AND THE UGLY
The bad? Bill Clinton’s plan to dismantle the military. The good? Style dictates peace anyway. The ugly? Well, you’ll
have to read the essay to find out. The comeback kid and the Caesar and Napoleon of the White House.
Essay#55 HOW GULLIBLE WAS MY AUDIENCE? THE DANGER FROM DECENCY
Can it be that a movie can be both categorized as silly and lacking credibility and also be a must- see work of art? For
eye-opening comments on “How Green Was My Valley,” “The Grapes of Wrath,” and “The Bridge on the River Kwai,” and
more, buy this essay!
Essay #56 THE (NECESSARILY) INEFFICIENT CIVILIZATION
Everything you wanted to know about Pearl Buck and (rightly) didn’t want to ask. Those who support trade unions will
have much to like here. Those who don’t will find out how to beat them. Includes the best advice for a business owner or
manager that you will ever get. Period.
Essay #57 THE THEORY OF PRACTICE... or “BLACK, WHITE AND JEW”
The American “can do” attitude versus the European way. Idealism v. Realism, jews, Czars, Blacks and Reader’s Digest.
In a way only a major essay can do, there are at least three interesting coincidences that will cause you to sit up straight
and we are using the most unrelated examples imaginable.
Essay #58 THE ONGOING WAR AGAINST TRUTH
Memorial Day sentimentality asks us to thank our veterans for freedom and reminds us that we owe much to our veterans.
Read this provocative essay that exposes the principles of a just war.
Essay #59 THE ANTI-STS JOHN THE BAPTIST
We’ve all speculated on THE Anti-Christ and the end times. This essay examines the trends and the Anti-Saint John the
Baptists who will pave the way for THE Anti-Christ and his acceptance.
Essay #60 POLITICS AND DEATH
Being a pro-life advocate is virtuous, is it not? Sure, but is that going to be effective in the war against abortion? Is
arousing the consciences of “caring” folks towards compassion going to reduce the amount of abortion? The “I feel your
pain” advocate will not turn the tide of abortion until that person decides to share some of their “pain” with those who
would inflict it. You may ask “gun control” advocates for this point of view, or spare yourself additional “pain” and read this
“scale off your eyes” piece.
This list was last updated in April 2001. As always, the best ( and cheapest) way to stay up to date with Major Essays is
to subscribe to the A&E. As a bonus, there are frequently short articles in addition to the Major Essay that you do not get
unless you obtain them in the A&E format.
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The ARM Bible Guide
ARE YOU UNABLE TO DEFEND THE FAITH WITH THE BIBLE?
ARM has the answer YOU have been looking for!
The ARM Bible Guide is a list of all the most frequently used apologetic verses in the Bible.
What's covered? Pugatory, Forgiveness, Intercessory Prayer, Salvation, the Real Presence, AND MORE!

All on only ONE piece of paper! Duplicate it and pass it on!
KEEP IT IN YOUR BIBLE: RIGHT WHERE YOU NEED IT!
It won't take up space, nor add bulky weight, but it'll be there when you need it.

The Heart of the Bible
Contains the Words, and ONLY the Words of our Lord.
No Commentary, No Description, No Comments.
WHY DID ARM PUT TOGETHER THE WORDS OF OUR LORD? To help YOU become familiar
with what Our Lord said concerning: FORGIVENESS; SIN; SALVATION; HIS MISSION;
PURGATORY; THE COMMANDMENTS; DAMNATION.. . AND SO ON.
Because YOU should know the Bible better, BUT
1. YOU feel that you cannot find the time.
2. YOU feel that you don’t have the proper background to understand it...
3. YOU feel that you don’t have enough memory to become an expert.
That's why ARM develops products like this, FAST, EASY, and NO MEMORIZATION REQUIRED.
As an extra bonus, you will receive, “The Texas Technique.” This very simple-and very easy to
use-method of Biblical understanding that will make ANY verse or subject understandable
IMMEDIATELY. Only from ARM.

The printed edition, as well as a free downloadable preview, of The Heart of the Bible
is available from www.lulu.com/arm.

Biblical Parables
Can you explain the parables? Can you offer explanations for the symbols? If you are like most Catholics,
unfortunately, the answer is NO.
Our Lord often uses parables to teach, to establish doctrines, to convey truth, etc. But, by His own words,
some of them have hidden meaning and the Bible does not itself contain the explanations for the symbolism.
Our Lord makes it clear that only His true followers will understand what they mean.
So from this it follows that Catholics are obligated to know what the parables mean and are equally
obligated to be able to convey those meanings to non-Catholics. Thus the parables are-or should be!-an
effective tool for teaching, as well as evangelism and apologetics.
The Secret of "L-I-F-E:" List, Identify, Functionally define, Eliminate.
The goal of the method is to establish distinctively Catholic positions, but the elimination step will also show
you exactly what the parable does NOT mean, AND how protestant opinions can be easily destroyed! As with
all ARM products, EXAMPLES ARE INCUDED!
If you don’t know how to do this, THEN you need the “L-I-F-E” method of Biblical exposition. You will want
this... You already need it. It’s available for only $6
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Bible Related Products
This is not a complete list. It is meant to be a convenient reference to those
products which offer insight into the Bible in a significant way.
T54A "The Carpenter's Son" This selection introduces the concept of an "hourglass" verse. This means
understanding sections of the Bible in light of one verse or term. In this discussion, the identification of Jesus
as the Carpenter's Son or the son of God reveals motivation and will of certain speakers.
T54B "Relics" In this selection, the Catholic practice and use of relics are defended and advocated from a
Scriptural point of view. The use of relics to accomplish God's will is established by numerous Old and New
Testament illustrations. This is quite useful in apologetics.
H3 The Bible What is the Bible really for? How did it come about? How do you understand its message? This
talk explains the proper relationship between the Church and the Bible. Also gives a brief history of this most
important book.
R3 Protestant-Catholic Bible Differences There ARE differences between the two "versions" of the Bible.
Protestants feel that the "fault" lies with the Catholic Church. This selection ably and clearly defends and
explains the Catholic position, showing that the Catholic Bible IS the true one. It deals with the formation and
canonization of the Holy Bible under the authority of the Roman Catholic Church. Note: To many Protestants
(especially Fundamentalists), THIS is a VERY important issue.
M3A Biblical Interpretation Everyone agrees on the fact that the Bible needs some interpretation. This
selection explains some of the universal principles of interpretation, such as: use of numbers, reliance on
systems, literalness, etc. This is perfect for those who are not familiar with the Bible, and it is excellent for
novices.
M3B Genesis: Chapters 1-3 Most people are quite familiar with the story of the Creation and Adam in the
beginning of the Bible, but are you aware of the deep truths (concerning sin, the nature of man, the role of
woman, etc.) which these few pages contain? This selection develops the truths contained in this most
important story.
M6A The Bible and the Church Was the Church produced from the Bible or is the Bible a product of the
Church? And which is the true basis for Christianity? These questions cause a lot of confusing language plus
foolish theories. This selection establishes the fact that the Bible is a "fruit" of the Church, and can not be
separated from it.
M6B Inerrancy This word means "free from error" when applied to the Bible. Yet the Bible contains obvious
"errors" and "self-contradictions." This "problem" can cause difficulties. This selection reconciles these two
(only) apparently conflicting positions, and explains what the terms really means, when properly understood.
!
L1A Protestant View of Scripture Protestants (particularly the "Fundies") claim to revere the Bible, and base
their beliefs on it. In reality, this is the opposite of what they actually do. This selection shows how the
problems of translation, transcription, the "original manuscripts," etc. destroy this false claim.
L1B "Sola Scriptura?" This phrase ("Scripture only") was the rallying cry of the first Protestant rebels. Today,
it is the easiest heresy of Protestantism to refute. Learn how the Bible itself, the very words of Jesus, and the
teachings of Saint Paul, all demand rejection of this false claim. Many Catholic "apologists" have tackled this
issue, but none have done it as well.

Other products that rely very heavily on the Bible:
L15 Fundamentalist Bible Problems_
W5 "The False Gospel Debate"
W-43 The Sola Scriptura Debate
W21 Papacy Triumphant
T2A Purgatory
W23 Our Lady of Victory Debate
T2B Intercessory Prayer
R2 The Bible Church Talks
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Analysis and Explanations
into an Artificial World
Formerly "The Non-Repub lic"
SAVE TIME AND MONEY!
You don't need more information from another newspaper, or another
"newsletter," or another news magazine!

What you need are Perspective, Analysis, Evaluation and
Identification of Catholic Truths in a political context.
This is a unique publication that is your only means of understanding the American political scene in terms
of Catholic social teaching and your only way of learning how Catholic principles apply or do not apply to
contemporary issues.
A typical issue offers one major essay on one sucbject and one to four column size commentaries.
Subscriptions are one year, (12 issues), for $30.

The ARMament
What is The ARMament? It is the MONTHLY publication of ARM . . . filled with practical,
effective, tested instruction and information on how to defend, explain, and advance our True Faith. It
is your "textbook" in monthly installments. But more than all that is the WAY the information is
presented.

The ARMament has what no other Catholic publication offers: HUMOR!
The ARMament teaches by ridiculing and satirizing liberals, false Catholics, Protestants . . . no one is safe!
We entertain while you learn. But, although it may be easy reading, it is NOT easy going. It is intended to
cause YOU to act by pointing out "harsh" facts . . . the type other so called "Catholic" publications ignore, such
as: That there is no salvation outside the one Catholic Church; That Protestants do not function in good
will; That sin is THE reason why people leave the church (and not 'ignorance of the Faith'); That YOU have
an obligation to evangelize; And that YOU are going to be judged on how well you respond to the obligation
to preach the Gospel to everyone.

It's bothersome, isn't it?: So is damnation.
The ARMament confronts you every month with a challenge to live up to our Faith, and ARMs you with the
right weapons to win the fight. Like it or not, YOU have been called to be a "soldier of Jesus Christ." Only the
victors gain heaven. Learn how to win . . . NOW!
The ARMament does not give you news nor current events. It consistently and expertly provides you with
the means and the inducement for you to fulfill your obligation to become a missionary to the world . . . and
your own family members. If you're interested, simply check the place on your order blank . . . it's only $30 for a
full year's subscription. If you do not like it let us know after your first issue and we will refund your entire
offering.
Some articles, when taken together, make a valuable resource on one topic of popular interest. No need to track
down all the back issues with related articles, we did it for you!
DIGEST #1: "Are we too harsh?" Of course, you have noticed that ARM's attitude and approach is quite different from
other "Catholic" apologists and evangelists. This series explained why ARM presents the truly Christian standard of
behavior . . . and this does mean that we (and YOU) should NOT avoid name calling. The defense involves Biblical
references and logic.
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The ARM Apologist Course
This course involves almost NO rote memorization. The goal is to teach your mind to function in
certain habitual patterns, based upon logical principles.
What is the purpose of the course?
When you successfully complete the course, you will be able to: Identify, Isolate, Analyze, and Refute
almost any anti-Catholic attack, literally within minutes. And you will do this without having to
memorize Bible verses, dogmatic pronouncements, or specific answers.

This course educates your mind . . . not your memory!
ALL attacks on the Faith are invalid. Thus, apologetics are accomplished by the effective use of logic,
right reason, and prudent questioning, and a high degree of proficiency can be achieved by anyone,
regardless of academic background or formal religious training. Apologetics is a mental skill . . . and
ARM knows best how to teach YOU to master this skill.
A Personal Message from Vin Lewis,
Founder and President of All Roads Ministry,
About Mark Grennier
Mark Grennier had a problem; and ARM came up with his answer.
Mark is a husband and a father who wanted to be a stronger defender of our Faith. He was self-taught and had formally debated
religious issues with anti-Catholics. Yet, he felt that there was something missing in his ability.
Mark knew that even the best intentions would not produce the best results . . . unless he had the best possible apologetic training.
Mark called me and asked for my help. He even sent me a video tape of a debate. He was good but not good enough. I could see at
once the weaknesses he needed to eliminate.
I decided to help him by sending him a series of instruction letters. They were to be personal and give him practical advice. Then I
realized that there were thousands of other "Marks," who want to be accomplished and confident apologists for Christ and Our
Lady, but simply lack the skills . . . which they could learn, IF a course could be devised to teach them.
So, the ARM Apologist Course was conceived. As with all life, although it begins at conception, it took some development before it
was born. It required a great number of suggestions, and criticisms, from the first "test class" which included experienced apologists
as well as lay Catholics who had never formally defended the Faith.
Everything was geared towards these goals: simp licity of un derst an ding; p ractic ality in use; c larity in p re sentation.
The result is exactly what you need: a course which will make YOU a skilled, effective and a confident defender of our Holy Mother
Church.
Thank you for taking time to examine it.
Sincerely, Vincent P. Lewis
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The ARM Apologist Course
Brief and partial listing of the main topics from each session:

Session One
Introduction
Elements of Apologetics
Dual Nature of Apologetics
The Value of Words
Influencing the Audience
Some Helpful Hints for Beginners

Session Five
The Three F's
Accidents versus Substance
Dealing with Lies
The "T" Test
Completing the Issue at and
Using the Bible
Formal Separating Technique

Session Nine
Making Distinctions
Sources of Anti-catholic Objections

Moral Aspects of Apologetics
Inducing Admissions
Sub-dividing
The Importance of Proper Grammar

The Central Question

Avoiding the "Why" Question
Session Two
The Value of Training
The Importance of Simplicity
Evaluating Objections
Perceptions Versus Reality
Avoiding Misunderstandings
Screening Evidence

Session Three
Establishing Priorities
Answers versus Responses
The Value of Re-phrasing
Achieving Clarity
General Principles of Communication

Key "Opening Words"
IF/THEN Constructions

Session Four
Separation
Focusing on the Subject
"YES/NO" Questions
The Non-Catholic Personality
Human Relationships
When and How to Interrupt
Clarifying Questions

Session Six
The Absolute Zero Technique

Conditions for Formal Victory
The Danger of Instruction
Spiritual Aspects of Apologetics

Refuting Factual Errors
Attack as Defense
Religious Communication

Session Seven
The Law of Identity
The Nature of Truth
The Tolerance Trap
Non-catholic View of Man
Effective and Ineffective Comparisons

Dealing with Ignorance
Introducing Evangelism

Session Ten
Essential Epistemology
Cause and Effect Relations
The "Individual" Trap
Sufficient and Necessary Conditions

Identification of Bigotry
The Socratic Method

Session Eleven
Logic and its Limits
Syllogisms
Tautologies
Nature of Goodness
Linking Truths Together
Establishing Premises
Defending Related Truths
Apologetics into Instruction

Session Twelve
Session Eight
Practical Versus "Academic" Apologetics

The Role of Wills
The Universal Human Self-image

Perception as Reality
Directional Questions
The Two Types of Anti-Catholics

Being Hard or Soft

Part and Whole Relationships

Elements of an Objection
Avoiding Errors
Dealing with "Dead Ends"
Apologetics as a Trial
Defining Terms
The "Mantra Mentality"
God as the Key Issue
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The ARM Apologist Course
Frequently Asked questions

What Does the Course Consists of?
1) An instruction manual (with tips for effective study); 2)
12 sessions of instruction; 3) Homework assignments.

What If I Don't Understand Something?
Then simply call ARM for some extra tutoring . . .
at no additional charge, of course.

Each session contains:
The main theme; key points; illustrations of the
principles involved; background material; a summary; a
list of related ARM products; and homework.
Each session is a separate unit, but it is designed
to build upon what you have previously learned.

May I "Share" the Course with Others?
You may share this course with any members of
your immediate family, if you wish. However, beyond
this, you are to keep the contents of the course
confidential. The result will be known to all by your active
and effective defense of the Faith. Exceptions to this
policy will be made on a case by case basis. Call me
and we can discuss your case.

What Do I Need to Start?
All you need is the desire to learn. All Roads Ministry will
supply everything else.
Did You Say "Homework?"
Yes . . . if you are taking this course for
certification, then you will be tested as you go along.
This course can be mastered by anyone who gives it an
honest try. However, we must maintain our high
standards, and this means monitoring progress.
Homework will be a brief series of replies to
statements made in actual anti-Catholic literature. This is
exactly the type of stuff which you will be refuting.
What If I Do Not Learn at the Same Rate as Others?
There is no set time limit to complete any session.
We give general guidelines in the instruction manual, but
you will work at your own pace.
How Long Will the Course Take Me to Complete?
Of course, each person is an individual case, but
the course should take between 3 and 7 months. There
are no minimum nor maximum time limits.
What If I Do Not like the Course?
Although we have made the course so that it will
meet the needs of anyone who desires to be an
apologist, if it is not what we say it is, simply request a
pro-rated refund.
About the Payments . . . May I Make Them in
Installments?
Yes, you may, of course, pay for the entire course
at once, or for each installment as you receive it. As
ARM accepts most credit cards automatic installment
charges could be arranged, if you wish.

What Is the Certificate?
You may take this course in one of two ways:
CERTIFICATION This means that, when you finish you
will have formally met ARM's high standards, and will
have successfully proven this by testing. You will receive
a certificate to verify this fact.
AUDITING This means that you take the exact same
course, however, you will not be required to submit to
any testing. There will be a record of you taking the
course. The certificate is the formal recognition of your
ability and dedication.
Of What Benefit Is the Course to Me?
1) A growth in grace. Defending the Faith is a
meritorious act in itself.
2) A growth in confidence. ARM can make you literally
invincible in defending our Faith. Your confidence will be
based upon real ability.
3) You will be able to answer objections from family
members and friends who are "fallen away" Catholics or
Protestant.
4) You will be able to apply what you learn in almost any
other field. The techniques that you learn--analytical
thinking, right reasoning, and logic--are useful in any
profession, as well as being profitable in everyday life.
Is this the Only Way to Become an Apologist?
There is ONLY one way to become an apologist,
and this is to let God use you. From a human point of
view, you can learn from experience, by trial and error,
and learning from your mistakes. This will take years,
involve many wasted opportunities, and the result will be
the same as what you can get out of this course. We
have done all the work for you, and distilled everything to
its most practical and essential elements.

If you have additional questions, then please feel free to call me personally at (845)226-4172.
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The ARM Bible Apologetics Course
If YOU can't defend the Faith from the Bible
BECAUSE YOU DON’T KNOW THE BIBLE WELL ENOUGH
then here is our solution!
The INTENT of this course is to:
Expose Biblical Principals, Figures, and Symbols, as Direct Supports for Catholicism,
and in so doing, To Teach You How To Recognize Them On Your Own.
The Bible serves many purposes. This course concentrates on one, and only one, very
specialized, purpose. This is to outline, identify, and make you familiar with those verses which can
be effectively used to justify Catholic teachings to "bible-believing" Protestants. This is done with the
goal of making your apologetic and evangelistic efforts with "bible-believers" pointedly effective, the
ARM way.
In the vast majority of cases, the Catholic will be defending the faith against Protestants who will
state that they will not accept anything if it is not in the Bible. They will want numerous references.
This course can give these references to you, AND teach you how to recognize them on your own.
PLEASE NOTE:
The emphasis is NOT on the Catholic teachings which are accepted by the bible believing
Protestant. For example, obvious references to Hell will NOT be cited. Some examples of what WILL
be cited are: references to Purgatory, the Communion of Saints, that mortal sin is what damns a
person, etc. This is because it is in these areas that you will encounter resistance from Protestants.
Therefore, by no means should this course be considered an exhaustive examination of even a
part of the bible. The focus is quite specialized. Unfortunately, this specialization (on apologetics and
evangelism) is very much needed today.
The course will explain:
1. How to understand the parables and teachings of Our Lord:
2. How the actions of others can be used to defend the Faith:
3. Why the location of events is useful in understanding:
4. Why the sequence of events is important:
Example:
• Are YOU aware that the genealogy in the first chapter of Saint Matthew prefigures the Papacy?
• Are you aware that St. Joseph’s actions support the Real Presence in the Blessed Sacrament?
• Can you explain how the actions of the Magi support the church’s teaching of Natural Law?
• Do you know how to justify infant Baptism from the healing by Our Lord of the mentally ill?
. . . AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
DETAILS:
Each month you will receive one session. Each session will be a minimum of five pages. A typical
session covers over ten verses. It is suggested that you keep the lessons in a loose-leaf binder. This
will allow you to have a bound and ready-to-use "reference book." You can join the current sessions;
start at the beginning of Saint Matthew; and/or purchase the completed Gospels in one package (no
discount for this, we WANT you to get them one session at a time so you absorb them better).
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Who's Afraid of Big Beowulf?
A Novel
The humorous way the human mind works.
Why would it matter to you if Beowulf (the hero of the classic English poem) were actually a Jewish
dentist from Long Island? In fact, why would it matter to you that a book on such a subject is here at all?
First, reading this book will demonstrate the way the human mind works (as outlined in audio selection
P-21). Second, it is an attempt to make a few dollars while amusing you.
You may not like this book . . . as it has (at the same time) no plot and a very complex plot. It is what
would happen if a detective book were written by Shakespeare and then rewritten by Monty Pyton. A good deal
of it is not in English and you won't be able to identify typographical errors. But if you like humor that is
confusing, surrealistic and unique, then don't miss this.
Just(ly) look at these views and reviews:
"If you pay me enough, I will say anything about it."
"Dr.*" Scott Hanh (Ph D-GED; former Catholic, convert)
(* the title is purely horrific)
"Classically noteworthy in its composition, somewhat croylstone."
Moe Zart; Viena, Sausage, second shelf, 7-11 Store
"Deceptively and crucianly intriguing! It's alimentary!"
Sherlock Holmes (creator of A Conan the Barbarian Dole)

The Pink and the Light Green
A Play
Fascinating, entertaining, challenging; serious issues, profound conflict, and riveting drama, . . . with a surprise
ending.
Why is a Play being advertised here? And a play on an apparently non-religious subject?
The play is set during World War II, in Nazi occupied Norway. A young Norwegian boy has been killed
while attempting an act of sabotage. His mother comes to ask the Nazi commander for permission to bury the
body. She is accompanied by her Lutheran pastor.
From this simple plot comes an examination of some of the most basic issues of human life. For the
Nazi accuses the mother and her pasto_Òr of the murder of her own son and then convicts them of it. In other
words, THEY - not he! - are responsible for the death of the boy, and he convicts them of this by their own
standards!
Why is this of interest to YOU?
Because, in dramatic form, this play demonstrates that NO valid answer to the meaning of life can be
given without a direct resort to Catholicism; i.e. without Catholicism life has no meaning.
The Nazi’s arguments, based on nihilism, destroy the humanism of the mother and the protestantism of
the pastor.
The play is one heck of a drama! - which you will find fascinating, entertaining, and challenging, as you
try to refute this infernally cunning villain.
YOU will learn why the colors mentioned in the title are THE main rea_/son most men have killed . . .
and died. In other words, the MOST powerful factor in human history has been this one: is something to be
pink or light green._

Short Stories
KS1 The King Who Loved His People
This very short story is simply the BEST ever
written. It is in the form of a fable and deals with the
eternal issues of love, betrayal, failure, and how to
value a human life.

KS2 The Fifes, The Drums And The Pipes
This story is set in Ireland during one of its
rebellions. As the men leave to fight and die a
woman has to deal with the sense of loss which
death brings.
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Poems
The following works are written in heroic couplet format.
KP1 A Conception Of The Immaculate
This work argues the reasonableness--and the necessity--of the Immaculate Conception.
KP2 Presuming The Assumption
This work presents the reasonableness of the dogma of the Assumption.
KP3 Anecdotal Assurance
This work argues that the individual incident, being caused by God, is always a basis for
generalized conclusions. It is a defense of, and an advocacy for, a living Faith.
KP-4 Ignorance Of The Invincible
This work ridicules the theological position that there could be "invincibly ignorant" people. In
other words, God does not for_
get His children.

The following are quasi-religious in nature. They are written in free form style.
KP5 Crosses
There were two other men crucified on Good Friday. This work examines the mothers of those
two. What did these other mothers think and feel, as their sons also died?
KP6 Building
This work was inspired by a play entitled Working. It presents a view of, and from, the common
laborer. The theme is the nobility of those men who build things which others use, but never
really notice. It is about the man who never receives credit for his honest labor.
KP7 Warriors
This is an attempt to examine the minds of two warriors , both facing death. One is from the
ancient (i.e. pre-Christian era) and the other is from the Middle Ages. The attempt is to show
how the Inca_2rnation changed everything in the world._
KP8 Magua
Magua is the villain of the novel The Last of the Mohicans. After his death his soul attends the
funeral of his enemy. He searches for meaning in his death, and concludes that non-Christian
value systems are meaningless. The goal is to justify compassion for all, even the villain, as
still being creatures of God.
KP9 Memnon
Memnon is a character from ancient mythology. He was killed by Achilles at the end of the
Trojan War. This work is told from the point of view of Achilles as Memnon approaches him for
single combat, which Memnon is fated to lose. The theme is the contrast between the ancient
belief in fate as compared to the Catholic dogma of free will.
KP1O Epilogue For Peter Pan
In this work Peter, still forever the boy, returns to the real world _Mand muses on his situation.
The goal is to demonstrate that time, aging and death are actually gifts from God, and to
expose the bitter emptiness of pride.
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Perfection
HOW ABOUT YOU ANSWERING A REALLY DIFFICULT QUESTION?
WHAT WAS THE LAST CATHOLIC NOVEL YOU READ?
I don’t mean a novel which may have been set in a “Catholic” context. I mean a novel whose plot was
centered in the Catholic Faith.
Don’t bother to answer. You have not read any such book. And the reason why you haven’t read that
novel is that it did not exist. . .
UNTIL NOW!
Now you can read PERFECtION…
THE Catholic novel of the 21ST Century.
PERFECtION is set in the far future. . .and in the recent past. Robert Simpson, the main hero—
for it is a story of heroism—is a soldier and a member of a diplomatic mission to another planet from the
US government. But his ship crashes. Together with another surviving member, he becomes stranded
in “Springfield.” This town is a ‘perfect” reproduction of an American Midwestern community of the
1950’s.
The similarity is both intentional, and, as Robert learns, very disturbing.
Springfield is a “perfect” town in many ways. For example:
All the mothers stay home, while all fathers work.
No one smokes, or curses, and everyone is very careful about his language.
The social life revolves around the high school.
Everyone goes to Church every Sunday.
Abortion is outlawed. and divorce is unknown.
There is no welfare, nor any illegal drugs, and no serious crime.
The kids even play baseball.
There is freedom of press, speech and religion.
Yes. Springfield is perfect, except for a few “minor” difficulties, such as:
There are no books, and. . .
There are severe penalties for misusing simple words, and. . .
no one is Catholic,
except Lieutenant Robert Simpson.
And Robert is no saint. He is separated from the Sacraments, remiss in his Faith, weakened by
doubts, and uncertain of what his true mission should be.
He begins to suspect that he is actually a ‘prisoner” in this perfect town. Gradually he begins to
see it as an attempt to repeal the effects of the Original Sin. The residents of Springfield is a new
Garden of Eden, without the ‘problems” caused by sin, or by God. Robert realizes that the place is evil
and that he must destroy it. . .and, at the same time, somehow covert its residents to Catholicism.
But how can he do that? He has no help, no resources, no allies, and little knowledge of the
Faith which he abandoned long ago. His struggle to evangelize—and to destroy—is the cornerstone of
the plot of PERFECtION. It centers on his search for his Faith and his reclaiming of his own soul.
Robert must struggle against: his own Flesh; an entire new World and the Devil in the form of . . .well,
you will have to read the novel to find out who Satan is.
This is why PERFECtION is not only Catholic to the core but also is justly proclaimed as THE
Catholic novel of the 21ST Century.
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EXPIRED BY ... VINCENT P. LEWIS
These fictional works inspired by authors past can be ordered at:
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/vin1041
REJECTED WORKS OF FAMOUS PEOPLE
EVERY famous author has encountered rejection of his work. Therefore, you have not had
access to these never before published works... until now. For the first time, in Volume One, you
may now read these recently discovered literary treasures:
“Incident at a Drycleaner” by Ernest Hemingway;
Edgar Allan Poe’s “Letter to the Editor protesting local nuisance dogs;”
“Third Grade Diary Entry” from Sigmund Freud;
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s “Sherlock Holmes at Wal-Mart;”
Captain James T Kirk’s letter to a teacher, “Please excuse my son next Thursday;”
The uncensored ending of “Gone With the Wind;” and many more.
Each selection includes:
A brief biography, including a portrait of the author; the work itself in its original form;
and the official reason for the rejection.
eBook (PDF):$4.38
Paperback: $11.50
A COLLECTION OF SHORT STORIES VOLUME I
This volume of short stories consists of a wide range of efforts, varying in substance, style and
length. They consist of fantasy, horror, romance, and stark everyday realism. The author hopes
that the reader will find them to be a reflection of significant portion of the human experience.
Inspirations came from such notable authors as Edgar Allen Poe, Oscar Wilde, Aesop, Native
American idioms, and others. It is hoped that every reader will find something to move and amuse
them.
Paperback: $8.50
WHAT I SHOULD HAVE, COULD HAVE, AND WOULD HAVE WRITTEN… HAD I NOT,
UNFORTUNATELY, DIED FIRST
Oscar Wilde is back and better than ever despite being dead. His post-humous remarks on current
events, situations, relationships, politics, religion, etc. are vintage Wilde-isms. See for yourself.
Paperback: $6.50
WHAT I SHOULD HAVE, COULD HAVE, AND WOULD HAVE WRITTEN… HAD I NOT,
UNFORTUNATELY, DIED FIRST by Oscar Wilde - Volume I
Volume I of Oscar Wilde's collection of works. Included are the play Oscar co-authored with
Eugene O’Neill, Who’s Afraid of the Long Day’s Journey into the Drawing Room. Also included
are 199 of Oscar's remarks, opinions and observations. Your free samples of Oscar's post
mortem observations:
- "AMERICA is a child of mother Europe. That the child has grown beyond the old world is its
glory. That Europe has not kept up with America is her pride."
- "To CONFESS one’s sins in public is the easiest way to keep one’s friends close… and
interested."
- "TRAVEL is one of my favorite activities. Its primary charm is that the by the time you realize
that one place is truly boring you have already left it for another."
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Oscar also penned a short story in this hilarious Collection of Oscar Wilde's works from beyond
the grave.
eBook (PDF)3.75
Paperback: $16.28
CATALOGUE FOR OSCAR OBSERVATIONS
199 comments, observations, evaluations and insights from the incomparable and divine Oscar
Wilde. The perfect gift for very few.
Paperback: $11.50
OSCAR'S OBSERVATIONS & MARK'S REMARKS Volume I
A series of comments by both Mark Twain and Oscar Wilde. This collection of twice 99 selections
includes: education, romance, art, children, marriage, religion, politics etc. This is previously
unpublished material.
eBook (PDF): $3.99
Paperback: $9.00
OSCAR'S OBSERVATIONS & MARK'S REMARKS - Volume II
The "dialogue" between Mark Twain and Oscar Wilde continues in Volume II. The self praising
English wit of---the most quoted man in English literature outside of Shakespeare---meets his
literary match and deflator in the most American author ever. This book is a must read, and reread, for anyone who appreciates Twain and/or values Wilde. It is also a perfect gift for all
occasions.
eBook (PDF): $6.00
Paperback: $12.50
OSCAR'S OBSERVATIONS & MARK'S REMARKS Volume III
The "dialogue" between Mark Twain and Oscar Wilde continues in Volume II. The self praising
English wit of---the most quoted man in English literature outside of Shakespeare---meets his
literary match and deflator in the most American author ever. This book is a must read, and reread, for anyone who appreciates Twain and/or values Wilde. It is also a perfect gift for all
occasions.
eBook (PDF):$5.00
Paperback: $11.50
A COLLECTION OF POSTHUMOUS EMILY DICKINSON POEMS Volume I
A newly discovered collection of poems written by Emily Dickinson shortly after she died. A must
for any Emily fan or hater.
Paperback: $8.50
SCROOGE AND THE FIFTH GHOST
This play of "The Christmas Carole” of Dickens (who appears in this production) ends one day too
soon. Scrooge's good intentions REALLY take effect on Dec 27, when he gives money to charity,
makes mankind his business, helps the Crachet family, and Tiny Tim is operated on… and
everything goes as horribly wrong as if Stephen King wrote the story
eBook (PDF):$2.00
Paperback: $9.65
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A (POST) CHRISTMAS CAROL
We are most certain that you are all familiar with the famous story, “A Christmas Carol.” You know
how Mr Ebenezer Scrooge was visited by four ghosts, that of Marley, his deceased partner in
business, and then the three Spirits of: Christmas Past, Present, and To Come. And, as a
consequence of these visits, and what he experienced, Scrooge resolved to reform his life. He
promised to become a new man, filled with good fellowship, concerned for his fellow man, and so
fourth, and so fifth. But did he keep his word after the day after Christmas or did he revert back to
the "bah humbug" scrooge?
eBook (PDF): $2.00
Paperback: $11.50
SPEED DATING ON THE TITANIC
Tim is a guy with a long series of internet dating disasters. Linda is his newest contact, and is
convinced that she can "help" him. When they meet, for the first time, virtual Tim, and "the Other
Women" reenact his social-life defeats. The war between the sexes has gone hi-tech, and the
conflicts are now taking place in cyberspace, but the problems are the same, and as funny, as
ever.
Paperback: $9.95
eBook (PDF): $2.00
eBook (ePub): $2.00
THE MOST PECULIAR CASE OF THE SENILE DETECTIVE (OR THE CASE OF THE DARK
BLUE STAIN) BY A CONAN (THE BARBARIAN) DOYLE
SHERLOCK HOLMES SOLVES HIS THREE MOST DIFFICULT CASES IN THIS HUMOROUS
PLAY THAT IS SURE TO HAVE YOU LAUGHING. THE MOST PECULIAR CASE OF THE
SENILE DETECTIVE OR THE CASE OF THE DARK BLUE STAIN) BY A CONAN THE
BARBARIAN) DOYLE INCLUDES DOCTOR WATSON, ABIGAIL EGG ROLL AND GENERAL
TSAO CHICKEN.
eBook (PDF): $2.00
Paperback: $9.65
THE LIBRARIANS OF THE CARIBBEAN
If OUR nightmares are often like the ordinary life of the pirate (with violence, danger, death and
robbery) then what would a PIRATE’S nightmare be like? Find out in this play when a pirate
captain's ship is turned into a floating library, and a lady librarian takes over, and he is forced to
become her assistant.
eBook (PDF): $2.00
Paperback: $9.25
THE CONTESTED CORONATION OF THEBES
A play that combines, in unequal parts, “The Wizard of Oz,” the Brady Bunch, “Antigone” and the
2000AD Presidential election, and you have this ancient Greek musical comedy. Elevator needs
to go home to Corinth, while three candidates try to become king of Thebes. Perhaps the
“Wonderful Philosopher of Olympus” can help.
Paperback: $9.25
eBook (PDF): $2.00
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING THE SON OF FRANK N. STEIN
This play is the original source for the works of Stephen King.
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In this joint effort with Mary shelley, Victor Frankenstein Jr. returns to his Father’ estate, to b e
confronted with ---the horror--- of a servant shortage forced by this, he “plays God,” creating a
perfect servant, who can serve tea and cucumber sandwhiches, make witty observations about
society, and still terrorize the local serfs at night.
Actuallly, this monster/servant is not perfect because he needs successive operations to give him
a brain, a heart and some courage. It’s a WIZ of a play.
Paperback: $9.25
eBook (ePub): $4.00
SILVERMAN THE CHIMP IS NOT QUITE HIMSELF
Silverman the chimp saves the day again as he battles "The Boss" and Patty's advances.
Paperback: $27.92
BY THE HAND OF EVE
This play takes place 10 minutes after Adam and Eve are asked to leave the Garden of Eden.
Adam is having trouble dealing with Eve so a talking Dog joins the pair to give Adam help. This is
a hilarious first look at the battle of the sexes, not to mention man's best friend.
eBook (PDF): $2.00
Paperback: $9.50
GROUCHO AND JULIET
A play starring Groucho Marx as Romeo; Chico and Harpo as Juliet's parents; and Colombo the
Medieval police detective who investigates. Then add “The Dating Game, Italy 1340AD.”
eBook (PDF): $3.75
Paperback: $9.50
HIGH (SCHOOL) TEST
Imagine an ordinary life, neither very happy nor particularly miserable until “a simple gift” changed
everything. Now you are never able to buy regular gasoline without paying high-test prices. This
happened to me, and I had to uncover the secret behind this gypsy curse. This is my life… I hope
it is never yours
eBook (PDF):$5.00
Paperback: $15.96
CHEESE GRATER OF HERCULES
A play about the earliest known ancient Greek musical comedy… about eternal damnation and
human sacrifice. Hippopotamus, home from the wars, has two days to sacrifice “that which he
holds most dear” to Zeus, or spend eternity in Hell. An original source of the (ancient) comedy of
Abbot and Costello.
eBook (PDF):$2.00
Paperback: $9.75
AN INQUIRY (INTO THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF EVERYTHING GOING WRONG, AT TIMES)
This play offers an explanation for EVERY problem in modern life, one of which begins when the
star fails to show for the performance, and the other actors have to re-enact arts of his life. This is
a gentle but sharp satire on prejudice, and an outright appeal for compassion, with a reason for
keeping hope alive
eBook (PDF):$2.00
Paperback: $8.95
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THE MARX BROTHERS IN WELL, ALL ENDS IN A COMEDY, BY ERROR
The Marx Brothers did more than make movies, as they also appeared in live plays. This one,
from 1937, is a hilarious spoof of "A Mid-Summer's Night Dream," among others of Shakespeare's
works. Groucho is Tylenol, the King of the Fairies, while Chico is Aleve, a rustic shepherd. They
meet in the enchanted forest of reversals, where the opposite of what is intended usually occurs.
So they each decide to pursue the ladylove of the other, from whom they receive lessons on how
to win a female heart. You can imagine the results no, trust me, actually you cannot. As you no
longer can see the live play, you will have to read this to see what happens. This is a necessary
addition to the collection of any Marx Brothers fan
eBook (PDF)$2.00
Paperback: $9.25
WHO'S AFRAID OF A LONG DAYS JOURNEY INTO THE DRAWING ROOM
This play is a joint effort with Eugene O’Neill, we observe the Arnold family as it slowly dissolves in
shame, neglect, tragedy, death and cucumber sandwiches with the crust left on. The searing
spiritual insights of O’Neill crash upon the garden party of Wilde’s characters and drown them.
Never has such naked exposure of the human soul been achieved over tea and finger
sandwiches.
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ALL ROADS MINISTRY ORDER FORM
NAME

__________________________

ADDRESS__________________________
__________________________
EMAIL

__________________________

MAIL TO:

ALL ROADS MINISTRY
55 PALEN RD #3
HOPEWELL JCT NY 12533

PLEASE NOTE: As your order will be filled by
several different GUILD members, it will arrive in
separate shipments over a period of time. We suggest
that you KEEP A COPY OF YOUR ORDER AND
CHECK THE ITEMS OFF AS YOU RECEIVE
THEM. This is the only way to know if you have
received full delivery. To place an order by phone
call: (845)226-4172. If you don’t receive your entire
order, let us know and we will take care of the
problem.

BIBLE APOLOGETICS COURSE
BULK LESSONS: $37/EACH ($8 FOR PREVIOUS SUBSCRIBERS)
CHOOSE FORMAT: CD( ) EMAIL( ) PAPER ( )
SAINT MATTHEW ( )
SAINT JOHN ( )
CORINTHIANS I ( )
SAINT MARK ( )
ACTS OF THE APOSTLES ( )
CORINTHIANS II ( )
SAINT LUKE ( )
ROMANS ( )
GALATIANS ( )
OR EVEN BETTER: RECEIVE LESSONS MONTHLY ($5/M0) !
GUILD MEMBERS: $3 ARMament SUBSCRIBERS $4
START AT THE BEGINNING OF SAINT MATTHEW ( ) OR JOIN THE CURRENT SESSIONS ( )
JOIN FOR: 4 MONTHS ( ) 1 YEAR ( ) INDEFINITE ( ) (indefinite is billed monthly)
ARM APOLOGIST COURSE
12 LESSONS - $11 EACH
PAY IN INSTALLMENTS ( )
PAY $130 FOR ALL 12 LESSON ( )
FOR CERTIFICATION ( )
FOR AUDIT ( )
BOOKS
PRE-APOLOGETICS
APOLOGETICS
ADVANCED APOLOGETICS
PERVERSION I
PERVERSION II
ALLURE
FALLEN AWAY
PRE-EVANGELISM
QUESTION BOOK
I BELIEVE
LEWIS ON LEWIS
#1
#14
#27
#53

#2
#15
#28
#41
#54

#3
#16
#29
#42
#55

#5
#18
#31
#44
#57

$5 EACH: KP-1 KP-2
KP-3
NOVEL
$10 PLAY
$7

PRACTICAL TOOLS
ARM CONDENSED CATALOG
$3
ANTI-ALTAR GIRL KIT
$6
OLD BELIEVERS KIT
$6
ARM TRACT PACKAGE
$5
BRIEF ESSAYS (ALL)
$6
EXTRA ECCLESIAM NULLA SALUS
$9
ARM CATHOLIC ACTION HANDBOOK
$8
DEFENDER CARDS
$9
ARE WE TOO HARSH?
$9
DEFENDER CARDS ( )PURGATORY, ETC
( ) MARIAN ( ) CONFESSION
$8 EA

$9
$14
$11
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14

#4
#17
#30
#43
#56

MAJOR ESSAYS ( $5 EACH )
#6
#7
#8
#9
#19
#20
#21
#22
#32
#33
#34
#35
#45
#46
#47
#48
#58
#59
#60
#61

TOTAL THIS SIDE
TOTAL NEXT SIDE

#10
#23
#36
#49

#11
#24
#37
#50

#12
#25
#38
#51

#13
#26
#39
#52

#40

LITERARY EFFORTS
KP-4
KP-5
KP-6
KP-7
KP-8
KP-9
KP-10 KS-1
KS-2
PERFECTION $20 0R $5 EACH: BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4

BIBLE AIDS
ARM BIBLE GUIDE
$1
THE HEART OF THE BIBLE $9
BIBLICAL PARABLES

PUBLICATIONS
ANALYSIS AND EXPLANATIONS
1 YEAR - 12 ISSUES $30 ( ) ($35 FOR CANADA)
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:
**THE ARMament**
1 YEAR - 12 ISSUES $30 ( ) ($35 FOR CANADA)

TO JOIN THE CUTTING EDGE:
CHECK OFF THE TYPE(S) OF
PRODUCTS YOU WISH TO RECEIVE:
AUDIO TAPES ( ) BOOKS ( ) VIDEOS ( )

$6
_____

+_____

=_____ (subtotal)

LESS DISCOUNT*

-_____

=_____ (subtotal)

DONATION

+_____

(THANK YOU!)

GRAND TOTAL

=_____

CHECK ONE IF USING CREDIT CARD:
___MASTERCARD ___VISA ___DISC0VER
ACCT #:______-______-______-_____ EXP___-___
3 DIGIT CODE ON BACK OF CARD_____
* %10 FOR ARMament SUBSCRIBERS OR
%25 FOR GUILD MEMBERS
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To order a CD circle the name and the price.
To order a transcript, write “T” between the name and the price.
To order CD and transcript do both.
Transcripts are three dollars each.
Be sure to check for transcript availability (page41) before ordering.

E Series
$5 each
1
4
2
5
3
4
F Series
$5 each
1-1
3
1-2
4
2
H Series
$10 each
1
6
2
7
3
8
4
9
5
L Series
$5 each
1
9
2
10
3
11
4
12
5
13
6
14
7
15
8
16
M Series
$5 each
1
6
2
7
3
8
4
9
5
1
2
3
4

R Series
$10
$15
$30
$5

Status of the
Novus Ordo

$5

P Series
P-1
$5
P-2
$5
P-3
$5
P-4
$5
P-5-1
$5
P-5-2
$10
P-6
$5
P-7
$5
P-8
$10
P-9
$5
P-10
$5
P-12
$5
P-13
$10
P-14
$5
P-15
$25
P-16
$5
P-17
$5
P-18
$5
P-19-1 $ 5
P-19-2 $ 5
P-20
$5
P-21
$10
P-22
$5
P-23
$ 10
P-24
$5
P-25-1 $10
P-25-2 $ 5
P-26
$
P11 Series
1&2
$15
3
$5
4
$10
5
$5
6
$5
7
$10
8
$10
9
$10
10
$10
11
$10

Example:

W Series
W-1
$20
W-2
$5
W-3A
$5
W-3B
$10
W-4
$15
W-5
$10
W-6
$10
W-7
$5
W-8
$5
W-9
$10
W-10
$5
W-11
$5
W-12
$5
W-13
$10
W-14
$5
W-15
$5
W-16
$5
W-17
$10
W-18
$10
W-19
$10
W-20
$20
W-21
$35
W-22
$15
W-23
$20
W-24
$20
W-25
$20
W-25A $ 5
W-26
$30
W-27
$15
W-28
$10
W-29
$ 5
W-30
$ 5
W-31
$10
W-32
$10
W-33
$10
W-34
$ 5
W-35
$15
W-36
$5
W-37
$10
W-38
$5
W-39
$15
W-40
$20
W-41
$10
W-42
$10
W-43
$30
W-44
$30
W-45
$10
W-46
$10

P-1
P-2
P-3

$5
$5
$5

(CD)
(transcript)
(CD & transcript)

T
T-1
T-2
T-3
T-4
T-5
T-6
T-7
T-8
T-9
T-10
T-11
T-12
T-13
T-14
T-15
T-16
T-17
T-18
T-19
T-20
T-21
T-21A
T-22
T-22A
T-23
T-24
T-25
T-26
T-27
T-28
T-29
T-30
T-31
T-32
T-33
T-35
T-35A
T-36
T-37
T-38
T-39
T-39A
T-40
T-41
T-42
T-42A
T-43

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$10
$10
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$10
$10
$10
$5
$5
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10

Series
T-44
T-45
T-46
T-47
T-47A
T-48
T-49
T-49A
T-50
T-50-3
T-50-L1
T-50-L2
T-51
T-52-1
T-52-2
T-53
T-54
T-55
T-56
T-57
T-58
T-59
T-60
T-61
T-62
T-63
T-64
T-65
T-66

$10
$10
$5
$5
$5
$10
$5
$5
$10
$10
$5
$5
$10
$5
$10
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

T34 Series
$5 each
1 10 19
2 11 20
3 12 21
4 13 22
5 14 23
6 15 24
7 16 25
8 17 26
9 18
CD SUBTOTAL:
____
TRANSCRIPTS:
____
($3 EACH)
TOTAL THIS
SIDE:____
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